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ABSTRACT 
 

 

Micro-slotting, a micro-scale relaxation residual stress measurement technique, has 

been shown in recent years to be a reliable method for measuring local residual stresses in 

metallic materials. This technique employs an SEM-focused ion beam system for milling 

and imaging, digital image correlation software to track displacements due to residual 

stress relaxation, and finite element analysis for interpolation of the original local stress 

state. In this research, a micro-slotting procedure was established using finite element 

models and was used to obtain sub-surface residual stress measurements on machined and 

shot peened planar Ti-6Al-4V samples. These measurements were compared to macro-

scale XRD residual stress measurements, and discrepancies between the results of the two 

techniques were discussed. The measurement procedure was then applied to as-drilled and 

cold-expanded holes for near-edge measurement of residual hoop stresses. Comparison of 

the measured residual stress distributions with plastic strain data obtained using EBSD 

allowed for interpretation of fatigue life differences and crack growth behavior. Next, a 

grid of measurements was performed in a sub-surface region of the shot peened sample, 

and EBSD was used to acquire microstructure information in the measurement regions. 

Comparison of the measured displacements and interpolated residual stress values with the 

local microstructure allowed for novel qualitative observations regarding residual stress 

orientation and microstructure effects on the measured residual stress relaxation. Last, the 

use of the micro-slotting technique was demonstrated for measurement of local residual 

stress in additive manufactured components. Series of measurements were performed 

across two interfaces in a complex Ti-6Al-4V build, and post-measurement optical 

microscopy allowed for analysis of the residual stress data at the microstructural level. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 

Reliable residual stress measurement in metallic materials is critical for accurate 

fatigue life predictions and simulations of material behavior [1]. However, conventional 

measurement techniques are limited with regards to spatial resolution and accuracy in 

complex geometry components [2]. Micro-slotting [3], a micro-scale relaxation residual 

stress measurement technique, has been demonstrated in recent years to be an effective 

method for providing local residual stress data in a variety of materials. This measurement 

technique employs a scanning electron microscope-focused ion beam (SEM-FIB) system 

for milling and imaging, digital image correlation (DIC) software to track displacements 

due to residual stress relaxation after milling, and finite element (FE) analysis for 

displacement-stress correlation and calculation of the original local stress state. This 

research aims to improve the current understanding of the micro-slotting technique and the 

application of this technique to metallic materials. The objectives of this research all 

contribute to establishing the micro-slotting technique as a robust and practical approach 

for measuring local residual stress and providing supplemental data to established macro-

scale techniques. 

The first objective of this research is to establish and validate a micro-slotting 

procedure for Ti-6Al-4V that can be used to capture local residual stress in complex-shaped 

components. Previous works have successfully demonstrated the use of micro-scale 

relaxation residual stress measurement techniques on thin films [3], bulk metallic glasses 

[4], and near-isotropic metallic alloys [5]. However, the application of these micro-scale 

methods to more anisotropic materials presents a source of error when using isotropic 

assumptions at the micron scale [6]. Previous micro-scale measurements in Ti-6Al-4V [7] 
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have yet to be compared to results obtained using established macro-scale measurement 

methods. Thus, this work employs the established micro-slotting procedure for 

measurement of sub-surface residual stress distributions on machined and shot peened 

planar Ti-6Al-4V samples and compares the results to measurements obtained using a 

conventional X-ray diffraction (XRD) depth profiling technique. 

The second objective of this research is to apply the established micro-slotting 

procedure to unique metallic material applications where current techniques are not capable 

of measuring residual stress. One such application of great importance to the aerospace 

industry is for obtaining near-edge residual stress data around holes. Reliable measurement 

of these near-edge residual stresses plays a significant role in successful fatigue life 

prediction of metallic airframe structures [8]. The process of cold expansion [9] is a widely 

used method for extending the fatigue life of fastener holes and involves introducing a 

compressive tangential residual stress region around the hole [10]. The use of this process 

in the design stage, however, is limited by the ability to accurately measure this resultant 

residual stress distribution at the hole edge. Therefore, the goal of this work is to use the 

micro-slotting technique for accurate characterization of near-edge residual stress 

distributions on both as-drilled and cold-expanded holes in order to interpret differences in 

fatigue life and crack growth behavior. 

The third objective of this research is to evaluate the effects of local microstructure 

on the micro-slotting measurements. Recent works have demonstrated that micro-scale 

relaxation residual stress measurement techniques are capable of capturing residual stresses 

at both the macro- and micro-scales [11-13]. Due to the micron-sized gauge volume of 

these techniques, measurements of the macroscopic residual stress state are understood to 
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be significantly affected by the presence of microscopic stresses, and these stresses present 

themselves as scatter in the measurement results [14]. Yet, studies that aim to identify and 

quantify the specific sources of these stresses are limited. This work therefore aims to 

explore the use of the micro-slotting technique for understanding residual stress 

distribution at the microstructural level. 

The fourth and final objective of this research is to demonstrate the use of the micro-

slotting technique on additive manufactured (AM) components. Residual stress build-up 

during AM processes can negatively impact mechanical properties or result in distortion of 

the finished parts [15]. Prediction of this distortion can be accomplished using 

computational models, but the accuracy of these models relies on validation using 

experimental data. Due to the limitations of conventional measurement techniques, 

previous attempts to quantify residual stresses in AM parts have been confined to simple 

build geometries and measurement of the macroscopic residual stress state [2, 16, 17]. This 

work therefore attempts to demonstrate the micro-slotting technique on AM components 

by capturing local residual stress data across interfaces and analyzing the results at the 

microstructural level. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 

2.1. RESIDUAL STRESS IN METALLIC COMPONENTS 

 2.1.1. Residual Stress.  Residual stresses are stresses that exist in a material or 

component when no external load is applied [18]. They are induced by nearly all 

manufacturing processes and result from the elastic response of the material to 

inhomogeneous plastic strains, often referred to as eigenstrains [19]. Residual stresses are 

self-equilibrating, meaning that the tensile and compressive residual stresses present in a 

component must sum to zero, and they can be categorized by the length scale over which 

they equilibrate [20]. This concept is schematically illustrated in Figure 2.1. Macroscopic 

residual stresses, also referred to as Type I stresses, are long-range and equilibrate over the 

scale of the structure or component [2]. The term “microscopic stresses” is often used to 

collectively refer to Type II and III residual stresses. Type II stresses vary over grain scale 

and nearly always exist in polycrystalline materials as a result of phase distribution and 

differences in neighboring grain orientations. Type III residual stresses occur as a result of 

inhomogeneity at the nanoscale, such as point defects or dislocations. At any specific 

location within the material or component, the total residual stress is equal to the sum of 

these three types of residual stress [21]. 

2.1.2 Effects of Residual Stress. In life assessment of metallic components, the 

macroscopic stress state is typically the sole focus of residual stress measurement and 

analysis [20]. Residual stresses act as an addition to loading stresses and can therefore be 

either harmful or beneficial, depending upon the sign and where they are located within the 

part.  In terms of fatigue behavior, the effect of residual stress on a cyclically loaded 
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structure is equivalent to the effect of a static mechanical load [22]. In other words, 

compressive residual stresses are favorable, while tensile residual stresses are detrimental. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Schematic diagram illustrates residual stress classification according to length 

scales over which they self-equilibrate. Type I occur over scale of component, Type II 

vary over grain scale, and Type III equilibrate within grains. [20]  
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Fatigue cracks most often initiate on free surfaces [1]. In order to delay the onset of 

crack initiation, compressive residual stresses can be engineered in near-surface regions 

using processes such as shot peening [23] or hole cold-expansion [9]. Shot peening 

involves bombarding the part surface with small spherical media, or shot, thereby inducing 

a work hardened layer on the surface of the part. The shot induces local plastic deformation 

within this layer, and the elastic response of the material in the surrounding region creates 

a residual stress distribution that consists of a compressive residual stress region below the 

surface and a balancing tensile residual stress region further into the part [24]. With regards 

to crack growth, this compressive residual stress region results in a significantly increased 

ratio of initiation time to propagation time, in comparison to samples that did not undergo 

shot peening [25]. 

The process of cold expansion [9] involves generating a large region of 

compressive residual stress around the hole. The split mandrel process [26] is a widely 

used technique for performing cold expansion and utilizes a longitudinally slotted, tapered 

mandrel. The mandrel is inserted into the drilled hole and expanded, thus increasing the 

hole diameter and creating a region of plastic strain. The surrounding elastic material 

accommodates this strain, thereby producing a region of high-magnitude residual 

compressive stress that acts as a crack growth barrier and increases the fatigue life of the 

component [27, 28]. 

Both shot peening and cold hole expansion are commonly used to introduce 

beneficial residual stresses for increased safety margins. However, the associated benefits 

in fatigue life are rarely used in lifing assessments [18].  Incorporating these processes into 

design practices requires a thorough understanding of the induced residual stress 
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distributions, accurate prediction of the residual stress evolution while the parts are in 

service, and comprehension of residual stress influence on fatigue and failure. Present-day 

models and simulations are capable of accounting for residual stresses when predicting 

material properties and behavior, but the reliability of these models is limited by that of the 

input data. Therefore, reliable measurement of residual stress is critical. 

 

2.2 RESIDUAL STRESS MEASUREMENT 

2.2.1. Conventional Measurement Methods.  Residual stresses cannot be 

measured directly. Instead, they are interpreted from measurements of strain or a material 

property that is subsequently compared to a reference state. The established, standardized 

techniques for measuring residual stress are generally classified as either destructive 

methods or non-destructive methods. Destructive methods, also referred to as stress 

relaxation methods, involve material removal and measuring the subsequent material 

deformation caused by the residual stress redistribution [29, 30]. Cutting of the material is 

required for each of these methods, thereby destroying the measured specimen. Non-

destructive methods involve measuring a material property and comparing that property to 

a stress-free standard [2]. No material removal is typically required for these methods, and 

the components can therefore remain intact and be returned to service after the 

measurements are performed.  

 Commonly used destructive techniques include the slitting method, the hole drilling 

method, and the contour method. The slitting method, also known as the crack compliance 

method [31, 32], measures only one stress component and involves incrementally milling 

a long slit using a thin saw or wire electrical discharge machining (EDM). Strain gages 
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attached to the surfaces of the part measure the incrementally relieved strains, which allow 

for calculation of the residual stress component normal to the slit as a function of the slit 

depth. Hole drilling [33-36] employs a similar concept and involves incrementally drilling 

a shallow hole while surrounding strain gauges measure the resultant stress relaxation. This 

technique therefore provides measurement of the two in-plane stress components as a 

function of depth below the sample surface. The contour method [37] provides capability 

of residual stress measurement as a two-dimensional cross-sectional map. The method 

involves sectioning the part using wire EDM, and the measured topography of the cross-

sectioned surface is used to back-calculate the original residual stress state within the part. 

This technique, combined with superposition-based theory, allows for measurement of 

multiple stress components [38]. 

The non-destructive methods most commonly used for metallic materials are the 

diffraction techniques, which include laboratory X-ray diffraction (XRD), synchrotron X-

ray diffraction, and neutron diffraction. These techniques effectively measure the distance 

between atomic planes, and this distance can then be related to the magnitude and direction 

of the residual stress present within the material. Laboratory XRD is the most widely used 

non-destructive technique and employs X-ray wavelengths that are typically capable of 

penetrating a few microns into the material. As a result, XRD becomes a semi-destructive 

technique when used to measure residual stress as a function of depth below the sample 

surface, since material removal is required to expose the sub-surface layers [39]. 

Synchrotron X-ray diffraction employs X-rays of higher energy than laboratory XRD. 

These X-rays are capable of penetrating deeper into the sample, on the order of millimeters, 

to measure bulk residual stresses [35]. Neutron diffraction [40, 41] employs high-energy 
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neutrons that can diffract through a depth of several tens of millimeters, thereby measuring 

bulk residual stresses at greater depths into the sample. 

2.2.2. Measurement Method Selection.  The different residual stress measurement 

methods vary with regard to measurement volume, spatial resolution, and sample geometry 

limitations. Proper method selection requires a balance of these factors combined with an 

understanding of the residual stress component to be measured and the length scale over 

which the residual stress will equilibrate. 

Destructive residual stress measurement techniques tend to measure the 

macroscopic residual stress state. These techniques remove macroscopic-sized regions of 

material in which microscopic residual stresses average to zero and are therefore not 

detected [30]. Measurement techniques that are capable of measuring microscopic stresses 

are limited since they require micron-scale gauge volumes and high spatial resolution. 

Because the spacing of lattice planes is extremely small, diffraction methods are affected 

by both macroscopic and microscopic residual stresses. However, only macroscopic 

residual stresses can generally be measured due to the large irradiated area of the beam, 

which is typically on the order of millimeters, relative to the micron-scale grain size of the 

material. The use of micro-focus synchrotron X-rays attempts to overcome this limitation 

[42, 43], along with high resolution-electron backscatter diffraction [44]. Yet both of these 

techniques can be considered highly complex and require specialized equipment. The 

recently established micro-scale stress relaxation measurement methods [45] offer an 

alternative solution. 
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2.3. MICRO-SCALE RELAXATION RESIDUAL STRESS MEASUREMENT 

TECHNIQUES 

 

In recent years, micro-scale residual stress measurement techniques have been used 

to capture local residual stresses in materials where more conventional measurement 

methods are incapable of measuring residual stress. These techniques are based on 

established stress relaxation measurement methods that have been scaled down to micron-

size using the combined imaging and milling capabilities of a scanning electron 

microscope-focused ion beam (SEM-FIB) dual-beam system. They are classified as semi-

destructive techniques, as they can be used to quantify local residual stress without 

introducing significant disturbance to the overall stress state of the sample [19]. Selection 

of appropriate micro-scale milling geometry is primarily dependent on the desired stress 

components. Micro-hole drilling [46] and the micro-scale ring-core method [47, 48] allow 

for calculation of the full in-plane stress tensor, while micro-slotting allows for 

determination of the single stress component perpendicular to the milled slot.  

2.3.1. Micro-Slotting Technique.  Micro-slotting was first proposed by Kang et 

al. for measuring residual stresses in thin films [3]. It is a micro-scale version of the crack 

compliance method [31] and involves using the FIB to mill a single, narrow, rectangular 

slot, creating two traction-free surfaces. The material surrounding the slot relaxes and 

displaces as a result of the local residual stress relief, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. Electron 

beam images of the local region are taken before and after the slot is milled, and digital 

image correlation (DIC) is used to measure the displacement of the material on either side 

of the slot. The residual stress in the local region can then be interpolated using analytic or 

finite element solutions and assuming pure elastic relaxation. 
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Figure 2.2. Schematic diagrams of residual stress relaxation that occurs after micro-slot 

milling. Material around the slot displaces either away (residual tension) or toward the 

slot (residual compression), depending on the sign of the residual stress present in the 

local region. 

 

 

Many previous studies have employed slot geometries that simulate an infinite 

surface crack. Such slots are long and narrow with shallow depths, and the resulting 

displacements can be related to the original stress state in the local region using two-

dimensional elasticity analysis [3, 49-51]. Shorter slots result in more complex 

displacement fields and require finite element analysis (FEA) for interpolation of the 

original stress state in the measurement regions [7]. 

Over the years, improvements in the micro-slotting approach have allowed for more 

complex residual stress evaluation, including residual stress variations with slot depth [52] 

and along the length of the slot [50, 53]. The assumption of a homogeneous stress state 

further simplifies the micro-slotting approach by allowing the residual stress to be averaged 

over the local measurement area. Under this assumption, a shorter slot is more ideal for 

obtaining local residual stress data, since the residual stress is consequently averaged over 

a smaller area. 
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Due to the micron-sized sampling volume and localized stress relief, the micro-

slotting method has been successfully used to obtain spatially resolved residual stress 

profiles below shot peened surfaces [5, 50] and around drilled holes [7]. Sequential milling 

[43] is a common approach for acquiring such data and involves milling micro-scale 

geometries at regular intervals in order to capture the residual stress gradient. The spacing 

between subsequent measurements is strongly dependent upon the slot length [45]. Thus, 

shorter slots can be used to improve spatial resolution. 

2.3.2. Effects of Local Anisotropy. A major limitation of micro-scale residual 

stress measurement techniques is that they are significantly affected by local microstructure 

and anisotropy in polycrystalline, multi-phase alloys. Spatially resolved micro-slotting 

measurements have been shown to agree well with micro-XRD measurements obtained in 

similar measurement locations on a near-isotropic aluminum alloy [5]. However, the 

application of the micro-scale methods to more anisotropic materials presents a source of 

error when using isotropic assumptions. 

A study by E. Salvati et al. [6] involved performing a statistical analysis of the 

uncertainty in micro-scale residual stress measurements due to unknown grain orientation 

in the measurement regions. This analysis was performed for materials displaying cubic 

symmetry, and experimental validation of the analysis was performed on a nickel-base 

superalloy sample. By experimentally performing micro-scale measurements and using 

electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) to acquire local grain orientation data at the 

measurement locations, the authors were able to obtain results consistent with the statistical 

evaluation. 
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2.3.3. Effect of Microscopic Residual Stresses. Other recent works employing 

micro-scale measurement methods have investigated the ability of these techniques to 

capture both the macroscopic and microscopic residual stress states. A study by J. Everaerts 

et al. involved using the micro ring-core technique in combination with eigenstrain 

modeling to separate the macroscopic and microscopic stresses in a bimodal Ti-6Al-4V 

bar following plastic four-point bending [11]. However, when the separate contributions 

of the macroscopic and microscopic residual stresses are unknown, a significant amount of 

scatter can be observed in the micro-scale measurement results [6, 54]. A separate study 

by J. Everaerts et al. [12] saw good agreement between micro ring-core measurements and 

high-energy synchrotron X-ray data on a laser shock-peened Ti-6Al-4V sample, yet 

decreasing the gauge volume of the micro ring-core measurements resulted in strong 

deviations from the X-ray results due to the increased contribution of microscopic residual 

stresses. 

While these recent works aimed to quantify microscopic residual stresses, studies 

that serve to identify the specific sources of these stresses are limited. One such study 

performed by I. Basu et al. [13] employed a micro-slotting methodology to measure 

spatially resolved residual stress profiles in the vicinity of grain boundaries in 

commercially pure titanium, and the observed stress profiles indicated mechanisms of local 

stress relaxation near grain boundaries. 

 

2.4 POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS FOR THE MICRO-SLOTTING TECHNIQUE  

2.4.1. Fastener Holes. A unique application for micro-scale residual stress 

measurement techniques is the measurement of residual stress around holes. Reliable 
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measurement of near-edge residual stresses around fastener holes plays a significant role 

in successful fatigue life prediction of metallic airframe structures. Fastener holes act as 

sites of stress concentration and are prone to fatigue cracking in aging aircraft [8]. 

Furthermore, the complexity of the drilling process results in numerous parameters that can 

affect fatigue performance [55]. 

The process of cold expansion [9] is a widely used method for extending the fatigue 

life of fastener holes. The improvement in fatigue life is a result of the compressive 

tangential residual stress region around the hole that is introduced by the cold expansion 

process [10, 56]. The use of this process in the design stage, however, is limited by the 

ability to accurately measure this resultant residual stress distribution. Therefore, the 

fatigue improvements that result from cold expansion are not generally applied to the 

design life of structural parts due to difficulties in reliably predicting such improvements. 

Established residual stress measurement techniques are limited with regards to 

measuring residual stress around holes. Laboratory XRD and neutron diffraction are non-

destructive methods that can measure residual stress in two dimensions [57], yet both 

techniques are unable to resolve steep stress gradients close to the hole edge since 

resolution is limited by the averaging effect of the beam [58-61]. The contour method [37] 

is the most commonly used destructive technique for measuring residual stress around 

holes and can provide two-dimensional maps of the tangential residual stress distributions 

[62]. However, contour method results are understood to be uncertain near the edges of the 

cut, and this region of uncertainty can extend up to 0.500 mm from the part or hole edge 

[2]. 
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Supplemental residual stress data obtained via micro-scale measurement techniques 

shows promise for obtaining increased accuracy in fatigue life prediction. A previous study 

by Ioannis et al. [7] used the micro-slotting technique and EBSD to evaluate the elastic and 

plastic strain gradients, respectively, around drilled holes in Ti-6Al-4V plates. This 

analysis allowed for interpretation of fatigue life differences as a result of different drilling 

parameters. The peak compressive residual stresses measured by the micro-slotting 

technique were consistently observed to be within 10 µm of the plastic deformation depth 

for the analyzed drilling conditions. 

2.4.2. Additive Manufactured Components. Another novel application for micro-

scale residual stress measurement techniques is measurement of residual stresses in 

metallic additive manufactured (AM) components. Additive manufacturing is based on 

incremental layer-by-layer manufacturing and allows for deposition of complex near-net-

shape metal components [63]. Movement of the laser causes repeated localized melting 

and rapid cooling, which leads to thermal expansion and contraction of the material during 

the build process. The resultant permanent inelastic strains [64] can give rise to significant 

residual stresses in the finished builds. 

 Residual stress in AM parts can have a negative impact on mechanical properties 

and may result in distortion upon part removal from the baseplate or during subsequent 

machining processes. Moreover, residual stress accumulation during deposition of large 

parts can result in significant distortion prior to completion of the build [65, 66]. Accurate 

estimation of residual stress accumulation during additive manufacturing processes is 

accomplished using computational models [67-69], which allow for design-based 
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approaches to residual stress mitigation. However, the accuracy of these models relies on 

validation using experimental data. 

 Numerous attempts have been made in recent years to quantify residual stresses in 

AM parts, and a variety of measurement techniques have been used, including x-ray 

diffraction [57], neutron diffraction [41], and the contour method [37]. These techniques, 

however, are limited with regards to spatial resolution and measurement accuracy in 

complex geometry components [2]. As a result, many previous studies have focused on 

characterizing the distribution of residual stress in simple build geometries [16, 17, 70] and 

using simple build geometries to investigate effects of process parameters on the residual 

stress state. Such process parameters include dwell time [71], exposure strategy [72], and 

laser power and travel speed [73, 74]. 

While the data provided by macroscopic residual stress measurement techniques is 

ideal for validating distortion predictions, the micron-scale gauge volume of the micro-

slotting technique can allow for targeted residual stress measurements in AM parts [75]. 

Such local analysis of residual stress may provide improved understanding of residual 

stress origins in AM parts on a layer-by-layer basis [76] or as a function of process 

parameters. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Micro-slotting, a relaxation residual stress measurement technique, has recently 

been shown to be an effective method for measuring local residual stresses in a variety of 

materials. The micro-slotting method relies on a scanning electron microscope-focused ion 

beam system for milling and imaging, digital image correlation software to track 

displacements due to residual stress relaxation after milling, and finite element analysis for 

displacement-stress correlation and calculation of the original stress state in the imaged 

region. The high spatial resolution of the micro-slotting method makes it a promising 

technique for obtaining near-surface residual stress data in Ti-6Al-4V components for input 

into fatigue life models and crack growth simulations. However, use of the micro-slotting 

method on this alloy has yet to be evaluated against more established measurement 

techniques. In this study, spatially resolved sub-surface residual stress measurements were 

obtained on shot peened and low-stress surface-machined Ti-6Al-4V planar coupons using 

the micro-slotting method and were compared to measurements obtained using the 

conventional X-ray diffraction depth profiling technique. The sub-surface measurements 

were in good agreement for the shot peened ample. Observed differences in the measured 

near-surface residual stresses on the surface-machined sample were attributed to the larger 

measurement volume of the X-ray diffraction method, suggesting that the micron-sized 

measurement volume of the micro-slotting method may be more suitable for capturing 

shallow stress profiles and steep stress gradients. Prior to performing the micro-slotting 

measurements, finite element modeled displacements were used to verify the measurement 

procedure and to address uncertainties in the milled slot geometries. The results of this 
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study demonstrated the validity of the micro-slotting procedure and established the 

technique as a reliable method for measuring sub-surface residual stresses in Ti-6Al-4V. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 

Residual stresses are stresses that remain in a material or component when no 

external load is applied [1]. Induced by nearly all manufacturing processes, residual 

stresses can have a significant effect on the performance of metal components [2] and must 

be taken into account during design, material processing, and fatigue life assessment. 

Present-day models and simulations are capable of accounting for residual stresses when 

predicting material properties and behavior, but the reliability of these models is limited by 

that of the input data. Therefore, reliable measurement of residual stress is critical. 

The established techniques for measuring residual stresses are generally classified 

as either destructive methods or non-destructive methods. Destructive methods involve 

material removal and measurement of the subsequent stress relaxation, while non-

destructive methods involve measuring a material property and comparing that property to 

a stress-free standard [3]. X-ray diffraction (XRD) is the most widely used non-destructive 

technique and involves measuring the change in lattice spacing relative to the unstressed 

lattice spacing of the material [4]. XRD becomes a semi-destructive technique when used 

to measure a residual stress distribution as a function of depth below the sample surface, 

since material removal is required to expose the sub-surface layers [5]. The different 

residual stress measurement methods vary with regard to measurement volume, spatial 

resolution, and sample geometry limitations. Proper method selection requires a balance of 

these factors [3]. 
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In recent years, micro-scale residual stress measurement methods have been used 

to capture local residual stresses in materials where established measurement methods are 

incapable of measuring residual stress. These techniques are based on established stress 

relaxation measurement techniques that have been scaled down to micron-size using the 

combined imaging and milling capabilities of a scanning electron microscope-focused ion 

beam (SEM-FIB) dual-beam system. Selection of appropriate micro-scale milling 

geometry is dependent on the desired stress components. Micro-hole drilling [6] and the 

micro-scale ring-core method [7, 8] allow for calculation of the full in-plane stress tensor, 

while micro-slotting solely allows for determination of the stress component perpendicular 

to the milled slot. 

The micro-slotting approach was chosen for this study, since only one stress 

component is of interest. Micro-slotting was first proposed by Kang et al. for measuring 

residual stresses in thin films [9]. It is a micro-scale version of the crack compliance method 

[10] and involves using the FIB to mill a single, narrow, rectangular slot, creating two 

traction-free surfaces. The material surrounding the slot relaxes and displaces as a result of 

the local residual stress relief. Electron beam images of the local region are taken before 

and after the slot is milled, and digital image correlation (DIC) is used to measure the 

displacement of the material on either side of the slot. The residual stress in the local region 

can then be interpolated using analytic or finite element solutions and assuming pure elastic 

relaxation. 

Many previous studies have employed slot geometries that simulate an infinite 

surface crack. Such slots are long and narrow with shallow depths, and the resulting 

displacements can be related to the original stress state in the local region using two-
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dimensional elasticity analysis [9, 11-13]. Shorter slots result in more complex 

displacement fields and require finite element analysis (FEA) for interpolation of the 

original stress state in the measurement regions [14]. 

Recent improvements in the micro-slotting approach have allowed for more 

complex residual stress evaluation, including residual stress variations with slot depth [15] 

and along the length of the slot [12, 16]. The assumption of a homogeneous stress state 

simplifies the micro-slotting approach by allowing the residual stress to be averaged over 

the local measurement area and may be sufficient for some experiments. Under this 

assumption, a shorter slot is more ideal for obtaining local residual stress data, since the 

residual stress is consequently averaged over a smaller area. 

Due to the micron-sized sampling volume and localized stress relief, the micro-

slotting method has been successfully used to obtain spatially resolved residual stress 

profiles below shot peened surfaces [12] and around drilled holes [14]. Sequential milling 

[17] is a common approach for acquiring such data and involves milling micro-scale 

geometries at regular intervals in order to capture the residual stress gradient. One 

limitation of this approach is the spacing between subsequent measurements [18]. Since 

this distance is strongly dependent upon the slot length, shorter slots can be used to improve 

spatial resolution. 

Spatially resolved micro-slotting measurements have been shown to agree well 

with micro-XRD measurements obtained in similar measurement locations on a near-

isotropic aluminum alloy [19]. However, the application of the micro-scale methods to 

more anisotropic materials presents a source of error when using isotropic assumptions at 

the micro-scale. A recent study by Salvati et al. [20] evaluated residual stresses in a Ni-
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base superalloy using electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) to acquire local grain 

orientation data at the micro-scale measurement locations. Another study employed a 

combination of EBSD and micro-slotting to determine stress profiles near grain boundaries 

in commercially pure titanium [21]. Such advances in the micro-slotting method make it a 

promising choice for obtaining reliable near-surface and near-feature residual stress data 

in Ti-6Al-4V components for input into fatigue life models and crack growth simulations. 

However, micro-scale measurements on this alloy have yet to be compared to results 

obtained using established macro-scale measurement techniques. 

The work presented here builds on previous work [14] of developing and refining 

a micro-slotting residual stress measurement procedure that can be applied for measuring 

residual hoop stresses around drilled holes in Ti-6Al-4V. For this study, the authors chose 

to use a homogeneous stress field assumption in combination with a short slot geometry of 

5 × 1 × 7 µm3 in order to decrease the required spacing between the micro-slots and reduce 

the local measurement area over which the residual stress is averaged. FE displacement 

outputs were used to determine the appropriate spacing between sequential micro-slotting 

measurements, and slot geometry uncertainties were addressed using FEA to perform a 

virtual sensitivity analysis. In order to validate the technique and procedure against more 

conventional stress measurement methods, both micro-slotting and an XRD depth profiling 

technique were used to measure sub-surface residual stresses on shot peened and surface-

machined planar coupons. Due to the complex microstructure of the Ti-6Al-4V alloy used 

in this study, the authors chose to use isotropic properties and will address the effect of 

local anisotropy in a future paper. 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
 

 Mill-annealed Ti-6Al-4V (ASTM Grade 5 [22]) plates of 3.4-4.0 mm thickness 

were stress relief annealed and chem-milled prior to surface processing. The resulting bulk 

microstructure was equiaxed α-phase with intergranular β-phase (Figure 1). 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Optical micrograph of mill-annealed Ti-6Al-4V shows equiaxed α phase with 

intergranular β phase. Sample was etched with Kroll’s reagent. 

 

 

 A low-stress machining process was used on the surfaces of two coupons, and one 

of the coupons was then shot peened. The low-stress machining process used a 10-flute 

cutter with a 25.4 mm diameter and a 3.05 mm corner radius to minimize stress input. 

Machining was performed at a spindle speed of 1146 r/min and a feed rate of 14.4 mm/s. 

Shot peening was performed using a robotic shot peening setup and cast steel shot of size 

S230 [23] to an Almen intensity of 0.32 mm A with 200% coverage. Samples with 
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dimensions of approximately 75 mm × 100 mm were sectioned from each plate for XRD 

residual stress measurements using a band saw, while 20 mm × 10 mm pieces were 

sectioned using a water jet cutter and set aside for micro-slotting residual stress 

measurements. 

 

2.1 XRD 

 XRD residual stress measurements were carried out with a Philips X’Pert Materials 

Research Diffractometer using the diffraction of Cu Kα radiation from the {213} lattice 

planes of the α-phase. The sin2Ψ method was applied, and measurements were taken in ϕ 

directions of 0°, 45°, and 90° on the sample to identify any directional dependence of the 

residual stress induced by the shot peening and surface machining processes. The size of 

the measurement region was limited by a collimator to a 2 mm × 2 mm area. Measurements 

were taken on the surfaces of the samples and in increments of 10-35 µm below the surface. 

Electrolytic polishing was used for localized material removal on a region approximately 

15 mm in diameter, and micrometers were used to take measurements of the sample 

thickness in the polished region before and after each polishing step. All measurements 

were taken in the middle of the coupons in order to avoid effects of sectioning on the 

residual stress state. After data were collected on each sample, the measurements were 

corrected according to SAE J784a [24] in order to account for the presence of steep stress 

gradients. Electropolishing was performed in a small, confined area on the samples in order 

to minimize the effects of material removal on the sub-surface residual stress distribution. 

A StressCheck® FE model was created in order to estimate the stress relief due to the local 
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removal of material during each electropolishing step, and the stress relaxation was 

determined to be negligible. 

 

2.2 MICRO-SLOTTING METHOD 

 The 20 mm × 10 mm pieces sectioned from the plates were mounted in a 

thermosetting bakelite resin with carbon filler for use in the SEM. The surfaces of the 

sample cross-sections were prepared by grinding to a 9 µm finish with a diamond 

suspension and polishing with colloidal silica. Samples were polished for at least 30 

minutes using the lowest force setting in order to minimize any deformation induced during 

the grinding steps. This polishing procedure was also chosen in order to allow for future 

EBSD analysis in the micro-slot measurement regions. 

 A Helios NanoLab 600 focused ion beam/field emission scanning electron 

microscope (FIB/FESEM) was used for performing the micro-slotting procedure. The 

electron beam was used to navigate and image regions of interest on the sample while the 

ion beam was used for milling. In order to view the same local region with both beams, the 

sample was positioned at the eucentric height for this system, resulting in a working 

distance of ~4.0 mm for the electron beam and ~16.5 mm for the ion beam. The colloidal 

silica polishing procedure used in this study resulted in a scratch-free surface finish that 

lacked sufficient surface features required for reliable DIC. Therefore, artificial patterns of 

small surface dots, approximately 70 nm in depth, were created on the sample using the 

FIB. Series of patterns were milled using a voltage of 30 kV and a current of 28 pA, and 

the corresponding series of 5 × 1 × 7 µm3 micro-slots were milled using a current of 0.92 

nA. Electron beam images of the patterned regions were taken at 0° stage tilt before and 
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after milling the micro-slots using a voltage of 5 kV and a beam current of 43 pA (Figure 

2). Imaging was performed with the integration filter using a scan speed of 3 µs on eight 

frames. These imaging conditions were shown in a previous study [25] to reduce the 

standard deviation of DIC displacement measurements. Image resolution was 1024 × 884 

pixels. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Electron images of FIB-milled pattern (a) before and (b) after milling 5 × 1 × 7 

µm3 slot. Images were imported into MATLAB DIC program to measure milled grid 

point displacements resulting from residual stress relaxation. 

 

 

2.3 DIC AND FEA 

 DIC was performed with an in-house MATLAB code that uses the cpcorr function 

to resolve the displacements of the grid points between the two electron images. DIC 

analysis used 20 × 20 pixel patches at 25 pixel spacing. The MATLAB code linearly 

interpolates a residual stress value from the displacement of each grid point using the 

surface displacements from a reference stress FE model. The in-house DIC code was 
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validated against Ncorr [26], an open-source 2D DIC MATLAB program. The reference 

displacement field was calculated using a 3D FE model of a 5 × 1 × 7 µm3 slot in a finite 

body created in StressCheck. The 3D FE model employed quarter symmetry, fixed 

boundary conditions, and a uniform compressive stress of 1000 MPa perpendicular to the 

slot length. Isotropic elastic properties for the finite body were chosen in order to agree 

with the elastic constant used in the XRD analysis. The dimensions of the finite body were 

validated by increasing the body dimensions and comparing the displacement values in the 

area of the patterned region. Convergence of the solution was observed, and any error due 

to the chosen body dimensions was determined to be negligible. A rectangular grid of 

points was created on the surface of the body, and a text file of the grid point coordinates 

and corresponding displacement values was extracted from the FE results for input into the 

MATLAB DIC software. The rectangular grid of points and the corresponding 

displacements are shown in Figure 3. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. (a) Quarter symmetry FE model of 5 × 1 × 7 µm3 slot with surface point-grid 

and (b) text file of corresponding displacement values due to uniform stress field of 1000 

MPa for input into MATLAB DIC program. 
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 For each micro-slot, a residual stress value was interpolated for each milled grid 

point on either side of the slot. The average of these values was determined to be the 

average residual stress in the local region. Therefore, a residual stress value and a standard 

deviation were reported for each measurement location. Grid points in close proximity to 

the milled slot were removed. Extremely large displacements were observed in these areas, 

most likely due to the re-deposition of the milled material. Points above and below the slot 

ends were also removed due to the small displacements in these regions and to increase 

consistency between measurements. In order to remove outlier points from the calculation, 

all points outside of the standard deviation were removed, and a new average residual stress 

and standard deviation were calculated. Each reported measurement was determined using 

at least 60% of the grid points. 

 

2.4 USE OF FEA TO DETERMINE SLOT SPACING 

 To reduce the amount of time required for the micro-slotting procedure, it was 

desired to complete the milling and imaging steps for each series of measurements in the 

following sequential order: (1) mill all patterns, (2) obtain first electron images, (3) mill all 

slots, and (4) obtain second electron images. However, this procedure allows for any milled 

slot to affect the displacements around the previously milled slot. 

 In order to determine the necessary spacing between sequentially milled slots for  

< 1% change in any grid point displacement, the FE surface displacement outputs were 

acquired for slots of various lengths, widths, and depths. This allowed for observation of 

the maximum displacements in the x- and y- directions relative to the slot center. The x- 
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and y-directions respectively refer to the directions perpendicular and parallel to the slot 

length. 

 To determine the necessary spacing between sequential slots in a series, it was 

necessary to look at the maximum displacement values in the area of the DIC point-grid as 

a function of distance from the slot center in the y-direction.  From observations of the FE 

output of the surface displacements (Figure 3(b)), the displacement magnitudes increase in 

the y-direction as the distance from the slot center in the x-direction increases. 

Consequently, the size of the area over which DIC is performed affects the required spacing 

between slots. For this analysis, the patterned area was assumed to extend to a distance of 

x = L and y = L/2 from the slot center, where L is the slot length. Therefore, the necessary 

spacing between the slots was determined by looking at the magnitudes of the 

displacements at a distance of x = L as a function of distance from the slot center in the y-

direction (Figure 4).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Required spacing, y, was determined by overlaying two maximum 

displacements (Ux) profiles obtained at a distance of 5 µm from the slot center in the x-

direction so that addition of the two displacements resulted in < 1% change in patterned 

regions. Resulting y was estimated at 22 µm for the slot size used in this study. 
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The displacement profile of a second slot was then overlaid so that addition of the two 

displacements in the regions of the milled patterns experience a change of < 1%. The 

distance between the two profiles was determined to be the required spacing, y, between 

slots. By calculating this distance for slots of various sizes, the required spacing could be 

determined as a function of the slot parameters. Thus, the required spacing, y, could be 

estimated by the function 3L + D, where L is slot length and D is slot depth. This distance 

equates to 22 µm for the 5 × 1 × 7 µm3 slot size used in this study. 

 The required distance between neighboring series of slots was also determined, as 

multiple series of slots were milled on each sample. To determine this spacing, the 

maximum displacements in the x-direction were plotted as a function of distance from the 

slot center (Figure 5).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Required spacing, x, between neighboring series of slots was determined by 

overlaying two maximum displacement (Ux) profiles so that addition of the two 

displacements resulted in < 1% change in patterned regions. Resulting x was estimated at 

68 µm for the slot size used in this study. 
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Again, a second displacement profile was overlaid so that addition of the two 

displacements in the regions of the milled patterns experienced a change of 

< 1%. The distance between the two profiles was estimated to be the required spacing, x, 

between neighboring series and could be estimated by the function 8L + 4D. For the 5 × 1 

× 7 µm3 slot size used in this study, this distance is equal to 68 µm. 

After creating a valid measurement procedure, the micro-slotting measurements 

were performed in order to map the sub-surface residual stress distributions for the two 

samples. Each series of 5 × 1 × 7 µm3 slots was milled as a function of distance below the 

processed surface of each sample (Figure 6). The spacing between sequential 

measurements in a series was set at approximately 25 µm. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. A series of patterns and slots milled as a function of distance below low-stress 

machined sample surface. Sequential slots in a series were spaced approximately 25 µm. 
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 Three series of micro-slotting measurements were performed on each sample in 

order to capture the residual stress gradients despite variations in stress due to non-

uniformity of surface processing or grain-to-grain variations in stress due to local 

anisotropy in the material. Measurements taken at equivalent depths below the sample 

surface were spaced approximately 100 µm. All measurements were made near the center 

of the samples in order to avoid any stress relaxation effects near the sectioned edges. 

 

2.5 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF SLOT GEOMETRY UNCERTAINTIES 

 Quantification of slot geometry uncertainties was of great interest in this study, 

since the sensitivity of the results to slot dimension variations was unknown. A virtual 

sensitivity study was carried out in order to quantify this effect. First, an average 

displacement value, Ux, for the 5 × 1 × 7 µm3 control slot size was determined by 

identifying the points within the surface point-grid that corresponded with the area of the 

milled pattern and then averaging those displacements to get a single value. FE models 

were created for 0.25 and 0.50 µm changes in the slot length, width, and depth, and an FE 

model was created with fillet edges on the surface of the slot to better replicate the actual 

milled geometry. All FE models were created using a consistent surface point-grid and a 

uniform compressive stress of 1000 MPa perpendicular to the slot length. Ux was then 

calculated for each slot parameter variation and compared to the Ux value for the control 

slot size to calculate the percent difference. Under the pure elastic assumptions, the 

estimated percent difference in the Ux values is equal to the estimated percent difference 

in the residual stress. Thus, the near-linear relationships between the slot parameter 
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variations and the effects on the residual stress measurements could be established for the 

DIC point-grid used in this study (Figure 7). 

  

 

 

 

Figure 7. Quarter symmetry FE models of milled slots indicate adjusted slot parameters 

of (a) length, (b) width, and (c) depth. Plots show near-linear relationships between actual 

milled slot dimensions and corresponding effects on residual stress calculations, 

estimated by calculating changes in the average displacement value, Ux. Negative effects 

indicate underestimation of residual stress, while positive effects indicate overestimation. 

Uncertainties for milled slot parameters in this study can be interpolated from these 

relationships. 
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If the size of the actual milled slot is larger than that of the FE model that is used 

by the MATLAB DIC software for stress calculation, the resulting displacements around 

the slot are larger, and the residual stress in the local region is overestimated. Likewise, 

smaller slot dimensions result in an underestimation of the residual stress. 

 Uncertainties in the milled slot dimensions for this study were determined by 

estimating the slot parameters observed in the electron images (Figure 8). Slot length and 

width variations were estimated by the MATLAB DIC software, which uses image 

thresholding to identify the location of the slot relative to the milled grid points. Cleaning 

cross-sections were milled in order to obtain images of the slot profiles, and the 

measurement feature in the SEM user software was used to estimate the slot depths. Image 

analysis software was used to estimate the radii of the rounded slot edges, which are created 

by the ion beam during milling. 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Example electron images used for determining slot parameter variations. (a) 

Slot lengths and widths were estimated at slot surface by MATLAB DIC program. (b) 

Slot depths were made visible by milling cleaning cross-sections and were estimated by 

user during SEM operation. (c) Radii of rounded slot edges were estimated using image 

analysis. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 

 This section first reviews the slot geometry uncertainties that were estimated for 

the micro-slotting measurements performed in this study. Next, the residual stress 

measurements obtained using both the XRD and micro-slotting methods on the shot peened 

and low-stress surface-machined Ti-6Al-4V samples are discussed. Disagreements in the 

estimated residual stress profiles are assessed in view of differences between the two 

measurement methods. 

 

3.1 SLOT GEOMETRY UNCERTAINTIES 

 The maximum and minimum parameters estimated for the slots milled in this study 

are shown in Table 1. The effects on the residual stress calculations were interpolated using 

the relationships shown in Figure 7. 

 

 

Table 1. Maximum effects of slot parameter variations on the residual stress measurements 

presented in this study. 

Milled Slot 

Parameter 

Measured 

Dimension (µm) 

Residual Stress 

Outcome 

Effect on 

Calculated 

Residual Stress 

Length 

4.77 Underestimated -7.6% 

5.00 Nominal 0.0% 

5.10 Overestimated +2.5% 

Width 

0.87 Underestimated -1.7% 

1.00 Nominal 0.0% 

1.20 Overestimated +2.5% 

Depth 

6.80 Underestimated -0.7% 

7.00 Nominal 0.0% 

7.20 Overestimated +0.6% 

Fillet edges 
0.00 Nominal 0.0% 

0.25 Overestimated +0.3% 
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 The variations in the slot length were shown to have the greatest effect on the 

calculated residual stress states. A residual stress underestimation of ~7.6% approaches the 

measurement standard deviation for residual stress magnitudes of ~350 MPa. Therefore, 

the residual stress measurements were adjusted based on the estimated slot lengths. 

Uncertainties due to the other slot parameters were determined to be very small and were 

therefore considered insignificant with regard to the results of this study. 

 

3.2 RESIDUAL STRESS MEASUREMENTS 

 The three series of micro-slotting measurements show the residual stress data to be 

in good agreement with the XRD results on the shot peened sample (Figure 9). The XRD 

residual stress data show a deep compressive stress extending below the surface to an 

estimated depth of 250 µm, and the measurements are consistent in the three ϕ directions. 

Cross-plotting the three series of micro-slotting measurements shows a significant amount 

of scatter within the stress profile. This outcome can be explained by the local characteristic 

of the micro-slotting method. Each XRD residual stress measurement is both an average of 

the residual stress measured within the irradiated area and an exponentially weighted 

average over a specific penetration depth beneath the exposed surface of the material [27]. 

Thus, the measurement volume of XRD is on the order of millimeters, while the 

measurement volume of each micro-slot is on the order of microns. In regions where local 

residual stress variations occur due to surface processing or microstructural effects, the 

small measurement volume of the micro-slotting method is capable of capturing this 

variability. This is observed at a depth of 240-280 µm below the surface of the shot peened 
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sample. Micro-slotting measurements capture residual stresses in the range of ±250 MPa 

at approximately the same depth where XRD estimates 0 MPa. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Comparison of XRD and micro-slotting results for the shot peened residual 

stress profile. XRD measurements are consistent in the three ϕ directions. Residual stress 

distribution captured by the three series of micro-slotting measurements is in good 

agreement with the XRD results. Scatter among micro-slotting measurements is 

attributed to the local characteristic of the method. 

 

 

 

 

 The XRD and micro-slotting results for the low-stress machined sample (Figure 

10) did not agree as well as those of the shot peened sample, and this can also be explained 

by the local characteristic of the micro-slotting method. The XRD measurements, 

consistent in the three ϕ directions, show a very shallow stress profile with a maximum 
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compressive stress of ~380 MPa at the surface. The micro-slotting measurements indicate 

a higher compressive stress of ~650 MPa just below the surface. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Comparison of XRD and micro-slotting results for the low-stress machined 

residual stress profile. XRD measurements are again consistent in the three ϕ directions. 

Measured near-surface residual stresses differ for the two methods, indicating that 

smaller measurement volumes may be more suitable for capturing shallow stress profiles 

with steep gradients. 

 

 

 

 

 The distinct differences in the near-surface measurements indicate that the larger 

measurement volume of XRD may not be well-suited for measuring shallow or rapidly 

changing stress profiles. The micron-sized measurement volume of the micro-slotting 

method may be more reliable for characterizing this type of surface modification process. 
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3.3 DISCUSSION OF ERROR SOURCES IN MICRO-SLOTTING METHOD 

 Many error sources have an effect on the micro-slotting method and should be 

addressed when interpreting the results. In this study, sample sectioning was required in 

order to access the sub-surface residual stresses induced by the surface machining and shot 

peening processes. The cross-section preparation of the samples was assumed to result in 

complete relief of the out-of-plane residual stress, which modifies the in-plane stress state 

due to introduction of the free surface. This effect was not accounted for in this study and 

therefore presents a source of error. FE simulation should be used to accurately estimate 

the extent of the modified stress state prior to incorporating the data into models or 

simulations. 

 Since the micro-slotting method is a surface analysis technique, it is very sensitive 

to any near-surface stresses that may be induced during the sectioning and polishing 

procedures. In this study, significant stresses were not observed in areas where low stresses 

were expected. Thus, the influence of the sample preparation procedure on the residual 

stress measurements was assumed to be negligible. 

 Sources of error can also originate from insufficient SEM calibration, resulting in 

image artifacts that are captured by DIC and cause incorrect measurement of displacements 

around the slots. No effects of image rotation or shifts on the resulting displacements were 

observed in this study. Therefore, the effects of systematic errors originating from the SEM 

were presumed to be negligible. 

 It is well known that FIB use causes damage to the sample due to implanted Ga 

ions [28]. Previous work suggests that ion implantation generates a compressive stress due 

to volume expansion in the ion-implanted area [29], and this compressive stress is 
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dependent on the ion species and energy [30] that are used for milling. In order to determine 

if the compressive stress induced during FIB pattern milling had a significant effect on the 

results of this study, the authors compared micro-slotting residual stress measurements 

employing FIB-milled patterns with measurements employing electron beam Pt deposited 

patterns. Five measurements were performed for each patterning technique. All 

measurements were taken at equivalent depths below the surface of a chem-milled sample 

that did not undergo a surface modification process. An average stress of -36.5 ± 26.2 MPa 

was calculated from the FIB-milled pattern measurements, while an average stress of -13.1 

± 31.7 MPa was calculated from the measurements employing the Pt deposition patterns. 

The difference between these two averages is not significant with regard to the residual 

stresses measured in this study. The most likely explanation for this is the size of the ion-

implanted volume in relation to the volume of the slot. Sample geometries with a high ratio 

of FIB-milled surface to the overall volume are more likely to be affected by ion 

implantation [31]. Although FIB milling may be inducing a compressive surface residual 

stress in the local patterned area, the depth of the affected region is shallow in comparison 

to the 7 µm slot depth and does not have a significant effect on the displacements. 

 The use of isotropic elastic constants presents an additional source of error for the 

micro-slotting technique. The maximum effects of local anisotropy on the micro-slotting 

measurements presented in this study can be estimated using the single-crystal elastic 

properties of the hexagonal α phase [32]. If a micro-slot is milled in a single α grain with 

the maximum-stiffness grain orientation perpendicular to the slot length, the elastic 

property assumptions used in this study would result in ~25% underestimation of the 

residual stress magnitude. With the minimum-stiffness grain orientation perpendicular to 
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the slot length, the chosen elastic properties would result in ~8% overestimation of the 

residual stress magnitude. The assumption that only anisotropy in the α phase is influential 

on the residual stress results is reasonable, since the alloy microstructure was observed to 

be primarily α-Ti. However, the individual α grains are constrained in the complex two-

phase microstructure and may not exhibit single-crystal elastic behavior. Precise 

microstructural information should be obtained for each measurement region in order to 

observe and quantify these effects. Such an analysis will be presented in a future study. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
 
 

 Residual stress profiles in planar Ti-6Al-4V samples were successfully measured 

using the micro-slotting method. The micro-slotting measurements on the shot peened 

sample agreed very well with the XRD measurements, and the observed scatter in the 

predicted stress profile was attributed to the local characteristic of the micro-slotting 

method. Differences between the near-surface XRD and micro-slotting measurements on 

the low-stress surface-machined sample suggest that the micro-slotting method may be a 

more ideal choice for capturing shallow residual stress profiles with steep stress gradients. 

The larger measurement volume of XRD becomes a limitation when measuring these types 

of profiles. 

 Prior to performing the micro-slotting measurements, FE models were used to 

determine the necessary spacing between sequentially milled slots and neighboring series 

of measurements to ensure < 1% error. This spacing was evaluated as a function of slot 

length, L, and depth, D. A minimum spacing of 3L + D was determined for sequential slots 

in a series, and a minimum spacing of 8L + 4D was determined for neighboring series of 
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measurements. A virtual sensitivity study using FEA was also performed in order to 

quantify the effect of slot geometry uncertainties on the residual stress measurements 

presented in this study. Slot length was observed to have the greatest effect on the residual 

stress calculations, and so the measurements were adjusted in order to account for these 

variations. 

 The successful application of the micro-slotting procedure used in this study 

establishes the micro-slotting method as a reliable near-surface residual stress 

measurement technique and promotes the implementation of micro-slotting residual stress 

measurements for fatigue life models and crack growth simulations. The demonstrated use 

of FE models for optimizing the procedure and quantifying uncertainties shows the 

robustness of the micro-slotting technique, and the results of this study validate the 

measurement procedure for capturing local residual stresses in complex-shaped Ti-6Al-4V 

components where conventional XRD methods are not capable of measuring residual 

stress. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 

Micro-slotting, a micro-scale relaxation residual stress measurement technique, has 

been shown in recent years to be a reliable method for measuring local residual stresses in 

metallic materials. This study demonstrates the unique application of the micro-slotting 

residual stress measurement technique for measuring near-edge tangential residual stresses 

around cold-expanded holes in Ti-6Al-4V plates. Knowledge of the near-edge elastic 

strains induced by the hole processing, in combination with plastic strain information 

obtained using electron backscatter diffraction, allowed for interpretation of fatigue life 

differences and crack growth behavior between the as-drilled and cold-expanded 

conditions. The similar crack initiation lives of the as-drilled and cold-expanded open-hole 

coupons were attributed to the similar elastic and plastic strains present at the hole edges. 

The subsequent crack growth resistance observed for the cold-expanded holes was a result 

of the large compressive residual stress region induced by cold expansion. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 

 Reliable measurement of near-edge residual stresses around fastener holes plays a 

significant role in successful fatigue life prediction of metallic airframe structures. Fastener 

holes act as sites of stress concentration and are prone to fatigue cracking in aging aircraft 

[1]. Furthermore, the complexity of the drilling process results in numerous parameters that 

can affect fatigue performance [2]. The process of cold expansion [3] is a widely used 

method for extending the fatigue life of fastener holes. The improvement in fatigue life is 

a result of the compressive tangential residual stress region around the hole that is 
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introduced by the cold expansion process [4]. The use of this process in the design stage, 

however, is limited by the ability to accurately measure this resultant residual stress 

distribution at the hole edge. 

 Established residual stress measurement techniques are limited with regards to 

measuring residual stress around holes. X-ray diffraction (XRD) and neutron diffraction 

are non-destructive methods that can measure residual stress in two dimensions [5], yet 

both techniques are unable to resolve steep stress gradients close to the hole edge since 

resolution is limited by the averaging effect of the beam [6-9]. The contour method [10] is 

the most commonly used destructive technique for measuring residual stress around holes 

and can provide two-dimensional maps of the tangential residual stress distributions [11]. 

However, contour method results are understood to be uncertain near the edges of the cut, 

and this region of uncertainty can extend up to 0.500 mm from the part or hole edge [12]. 

 While established measurement techniques can successfully capture the more 

macro-scale residual stress state, supplemental data obtained via micro-scale residual stress 

measurement techniques could be obtained for increased accuracy in fatigue life prediction. 

The combination of small gauge volume and improved spatial resolution makes these 

techniques ideal for measuring residual stress in close proximity to the edge of holes. The 

micro-slotting technique was first proposed by Kang et al. for measuring residual stresses 

in thin films [13] and relies on the combined imaging and milling capabilities of a scanning 

electron microscope-focused ion beam (SEM-FIB) system. The FIB is used to mill a series 

of micron-sized slots, resulting in localized residual stress relief. Electron beam images of 

the local regions are taken before and after the slots are milled, and digital image correlation 
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(DIC) is used to measure the resulting displacement of the material. The residual stress in 

each local region can then be interpolated using finite element solutions. 

The micro-slotting technique was recently demonstrated to be a reliable method for 

measuring local residual stress in Ti-6Al-4V by comparing the measurement results to data 

obtained using a standard XRD depth profiling technique on shot peened and surface-

machined planar coupons [14]. Prior to performing the measurements, the measurement 

procedure was verified through the use of finite-element (FE) models for determining the 

appropriate spacing between sequential measurements and for quantifying uncertainties. 

The results of this previous work thus validated the use of the micro-slotting measurement 

procedure for use on more complex-shaped Ti-6Al-4V components. 

The work presented here builds on a previous study in which the micro-slotting 

technique and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) were used to evaluate the elastic and 

plastic strain gradients, respectively, around drilled holes in Ti-6Al-4V plates [15]. 

Residual stresses are a result of permanent inelastic strains [16], which means that both the 

drilling and cold expansion processes induce a region of plastic strain that can provide 

intergranular crack initiation sites [2, 17]. It is therefore important to evaluate the extent of 

this plastic deformation region prior to making any conclusions with regards to fatigue 

behavior. The use of EBSD allows for high-resolution assessment of such deformed 

regions. The image quality parameters of band contrast (BC) and band slope (BS) are 

collected at each measurement point in an EBSD scan and quantify the quality of each 

acquired electron backscatter pattern (EBSP). BC values describe the brightness level of 

the detected diffraction bands, while BS values indicate the intensity gradient at the edge 

of the bands [18]. BC and BS values are known to decrease with increased plastic strain 
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[19, 20]. Thus, evaluation of these image quality parameters over a sample region of 

interest can provide qualitative information regarding the distribution of strain in the 

material [21].  

The primary goal of the presented study is to demonstrate the unique application of 

the micro-slotting technique for measuring near-edge tangential residual stresses around 

cold-expanded holes in order to interpret differences in fatigue behavior between the as-

drilled and cold-expanded conditions. Low-cycle fatigue (LCF) testing was performed on 

as-drilled and cold-expanded open-hole Ti-6Al-4V coupons, and crack growth data was 

obtained. Micro-slotting residual stress measurements were performed as a function of 

distance from the hole edge on both an as-drilled and a cold-expanded hole. Semi-

quantitative measurements of the plastic deformation depth associated with the drilling and 

cold expansion processes were obtained using EBSD. The elastic and plastic strain 

gradients were then compared for each sample and used to draw conclusions regarding 

differences in fatigue life and crack growth behavior. 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
 

2.1 SAMPLE MATERIAL AND PREPARATION 

A total of 10 samples were fabricated from mill-annealed Ti-6Al-4V (ASTM Grade 

5 [22]) plates that were stress-relief annealed and chem-milled prior to machining. The 

bulk microstructure was determined to be equiaxed α-phase with intergranular β-phase.  

The samples used in this study were open-hole fatigue coupons (Figure 1) with a 

thickness of 6.35 mm, a width of 46.0 mm, and a length of 295 mm. All holes were pre-

drilled using a speed of 425 r/min and a feed rate of 0.064 mm/rev. Cold expansion was 
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performed on the holes in half of the coupons using a split mandrel to give 4.2% 

interference, where interference is quantified as the measured increase in hole diameter 

divided by the initial hole diameter. All holes were then reamed to a final diameter of 6.35 

mm using a speed of 200 r/min and a feed rate of 0.152 mm/rev. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Open-hole specimen geometry for both the as-drilled and cold-expanded holes. 

Half of the specimens received 4.2% cold expansion using a split mandrel. All specimens 

were then reamed to a final diameter of 6.35 mm. 

 

 

 

 

Samples were prepared for EBSD and residual stress measurements by sectioning 

a 20-mm x 15-mm piece from each fatigue coupon to include the as-drilled or cold-

expanded hole. The pieces were then mounted in a thermosetting bakelite resin with carbon 

filler for use in the SEM (Figure 2a). The surfaces of the samples were prepared by grinding 

to a 9 µm finish with a diamond suspension and then polishing with colloidal silica for 

approximately 30 minutes using the lowest force setting in order to minimize any 
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deformation induced during the grinding steps. Approximately 1 mm of material was 

removed from the sample surface during the initial grinding step. All residual stress 

measurements were therefore assumed to be representative of the stress state in the bore 

section. The effects of the cold expansion process on the residual stress present at the 

entrance and exit sides of the hole were not investigated in this study. 

 

2.2 MICRO-SLOTTING RESIDUAL STRESS MEASUREMENTS 

A series of micro-slotting measurements was performed on each sample as a 

function of distance from the hole edge (Figure 2b) in order to capture the tangential 

residual stress distributions induced by the drilling and cold expansion processes. The 

micro-slotting measurements were performed using the measurement procedure that was 

established as part of a previous study [14]. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. An as-drilled sample and a cold-expanded sample were set aside for micro-

slotting residual stress measurements and EBSD. (a) Each hole sample was sectioned 

from a fatigue specimen and prepared for SEM. (b) A series of micro-slots was milled as 

a function of distance from the edge of each hole. Image is from as-drilled hole sample. 
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A Helios NanoLab 600 SEM-FIB was used to perform milling and imaging of the 

measurement regions. The colloidal silica polishing procedure used in this study resulted 

in a scratch-free surface finish that lacked sufficient surface features required for reliable 

DIC. Therefore, artificial patterns of small surface dots, approximately 70 nm in depth, 

were created on the sample using the FIB. Series of patterns were milled using a voltage 

of 30 kV and a current of 28 pA, and the corresponding series of 5 × 1 × 7 µm3 micro-slots 

were milled using a current of 0.92 nA. Electron beam images of the patterned regions 

were taken at 0° stage tilt before and after milling the micro-slots using a voltage of 5 kV 

and a beam current of 43 pA (Figure 3). Imaging was performed with the integration filter 

using a scan speed of 3 µs on 8 frames. Image resolution was 1024 × 884 pixels. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Electron images of each FIB-milled pattern were taken (a) before and (b) after 

milling the 5 × 1 × 7 µm3 micro-slots. Images were then imported into a MATLAB DIC 

program to measure the displacement of each grid point due to local residual stress 

relaxation. 
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A MATLAB DIC code was created to determine the displacement field around each micro-

slot. A 3D FE model in StressCheck® with a uniform compressive stress of 1000 MPa, 

quarter symmetry, fixed boundary conditions, and isotropic elastic properties (E = 110.3 

GPa, v = 0.31) was used for calculation of the reference displacement field. The 

displacement field for each measurement region was then interpolated on the FE 

displacement field in order to determine the original stress state of each measurement 

region. 

In accordance with the previous study [14], a minimum distance of 22 µm between 

subsequently milled slots was determined to be necessary for <1% change in grid-point 

displacements due to overlapping strain relaxation fields. 

The use of isotropic elastic constants presents a source of error for the micro-

slotting technique. Previous work with this technique emphasizes the importance of 

obtaining precise microstructural information with EBSD in order to accurately calculate 

the residual stress magnitude in each measurement region. Due to the qualitative nature of 

the residual stress analysis in this study, no attempt will be made to adjust the residual 

stress measurements for anisotropy effects. 

 

2.3 SEMI-QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENT OF PLASTIC DEFORMATION 

Plastic deformation induced by the drilling and cold expansion processes was 

characterized using EBSD. Data was collected using a Nordlys detector situated within the 

FIB/FESEM system. An EBSD map of a region near the hole edge was acquired on each 

sample using an electron beam acceleration voltage of 20 kV, a current of 11 nA, and a 

step size of 0.5 µm. The data was analyzed using Channel5 software. 
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 The depth of plastic deformation for each sample was quantified by extracting 

image quality parameters from the EBSD scans. An image quality gradient was created for 

each sample by averaging the BC and BS values obtained at each 0.5 µm step away from 

the hole edge. These average image quality values produce a gradient that goes from low 

quality to high quality as the image quality values are extracted from regions of high strain 

to regions of low strain with increasing distance from the hole edge. The depth of this 

gradient thus gives a semi-quantitative measurement of the plastic deformation region 

present at the edge of each hole sample. 

 

2.4 FATIGUE TESTING AND CRACK GROWTH DETECTION 

Low cycle fatigue tests were performed on the remaining 8 open-hole coupons in 

accordance with ASTM E466 using a maximum stress of 275 MPa. The LCF loadings were 

conducted under a strain ratio of R = 0.02 for 500 cycles, followed by R = 0.50 for 50 

cycles. A combination of optical microscopy and eddy current scans were used to detect 

crack initiation and to provide crack growth data for each coupon. Initiation was noted 

when a crack reached a size of approximately 0.25 mm × 0.25 mm. Fracture surface images 

were acquired using a digital optical microscope from both an as-drilled and a cold-

expanded hole sample in order to make additional observations. 

  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 

3.1 MICRO-SLOTTING RESIDUAL STRESS MEASUREMENTS 

The micro-slotting residual stress measurements for the as-drilled hole sample are 

shown in Figure 4. The measurements show that a very shallow residual stress distribution 
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is induced by the drilling process. A tensile residual stress is detected at the edge of the 

hole, followed by a low-magnitude compressive stress region that extends 150-200 µm 

from the hole edge. The maximum compressive stress measured in this region was 

approximately 300 MPa in magnitude. The measured residual stress distribution decays to 

zero at approximately 200 µm from the hole edge. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Micro-slotting results for the as-drilled hole sample show a very shallow tensile 

residual stress, followed by a compressive stress region that extends 150-200 µm from 

the hole edge. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 shows the micro-slotting results for the cold-expanded hole. A tensile 

residual stress of 300 MPa is detected at the hole edge, followed by a large region of 

compressive residual stress that is 400-500 MPa in magnitude. 
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Figure 5. Micro-slotting results for the cold-expanded hole show a shallow tensile 

residual stress at the hole edge, followed by a large compressive stress zone. The tensile 

stress at the hole edge was investigated to be a result of the final reaming step. 

 

 

 

 

The series of micro-slotting measurements on the cold-expanded hole sample was 

continued to a maximum distance of ~1000 µm from the hole edge, and it is clear that the 

compressive residual stress region induced by cold expansion extends beyond this distance. 

As expected, the compressive residual stress region induced by cold expansion is of higher 

magnitude and extends much farther from the hole edge than the compressive stress region 

induced by the drilling process alone. 

The tensile residual stress observed at the edge of the cold-expanded hole was not 

expected and was thus investigated further. Both the as-drilled and cold-expanded hole 

samples received a final reaming step prior to fatigue testing. Therefore, the reaming step 
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was investigated as the source of the tensile residual stress. This was carried out by 

preparing an additional cold-expanded sample without a final reaming step and performing 

a series of micro-slotting measurements as a function of distance from the hole edge 

(Figure 6). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Series of micro-slotting measurements on the cold-expanded hole with no final 

reaming step plotted against the measurements for the reamed cold-expanded hole. 

Results show a compressive residual stress at the hole edge. No tensile residual stress was 

detected, which indicates that the tensile stress measured on the reamed cold-expanded 

hole sample is due to the final reaming step. 

 

 

 

 

The micro-slotting measurements on the non-reamed cold-expanded hole show a 

compressive residual stress region that is very similar to the compressive residual stress 

region measured on the reamed cold-expanded hole. However, no tensile residual stress 
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was detected near the hole edge. This indicates that the small tensile residual stress on the 

reamed cold-expanded hole sample was most likely induced by the reaming step. All of 

the open-hole fatigue coupons received a final reaming step prior to fatigue testing. 

Consequently, all of the cold-expanded coupons were assumed to have a shallow tensile 

residual stress present at the hole edge. 

 

3.2 SEMI-QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENT OF PLASTIC DEFORMATION 

USING EBSD 

 

The elastic-plastic strain relationships for the as-drilled and cold-expanded hole 

samples were observed by overlaying the image quality gradients obtained using EBSD 

and the residual stress measurements obtained using the micro-slotting technique (Figure 

7). The image quality plots for each sample show low normalized BC and BS values at the 

hole edge, indicating regions of high strain. These values increase as data are collected at 

increasing distances from the hole edges and continue to increase until they reach nominal 

low-strain values. The depth of plastic deformation on each sample was estimated by 

observing the distance from the hole edge at which the normalized BC and BS values reach 

these nominal values. 

For the as-drilled hole, both the depth of plastic deformation and peak compressive 

residual stress lie ~75 µm from the edge of the hole. This trend correlates with the work 

done by I. Violatos et al. [15] in which the peak compressive residual stress was observed 

to be within 10 µm of the plastic deformation depth for drilled holes in Ti-6Al-4V. 

However, this trend is not observed for the cold-expanded hole. Although the depth of 

plastic deformation on the cold-expanded hole also appears to be ~75 µm, the compressive 
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residual stress region induced by cold expansion extends much farther away from the hole 

edge. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. EBSD orientation maps taken at the edge of each hole (top images) and 

corresponding semi-quantitative image quality gradients extracted from the EBSPs 

(bottom plots). (a) As-drilled hole plot shows that the plastic deformation depth correlates 

with the peak compressive residual stress measured by the micro-slotting technique. (b) 

Cold-expanded hole plot shows a similar plastic deformation depth, but the data does not 

follow this same trend. 

 

 

While additional work hardening is understood to be induced during the cold 

expansion process, the results show no significant difference between the plastic 

deformation depths for the two hole processing conditions. The image quality gradients for 

the two samples both reach nominal values at ~75 µm from the hole edge. In other words, 

the depth of plastic deformation at the edge of the hole was not significantly affected by 

the cold expansion process. 
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3.3 FATIGUE TESTING AND CRACK GROWTH RESULTS 

Low cycle fatigue tests were performed on the 8 remaining open-hole coupons. As 

expected, the results (Figure 8) show a dramatic increase in fatigue life for the cold-

expanded holes. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Fatigue life results show two distinct groups. Cold working process 

significantly increased fatigue life of open-hole coupons. 

 

 

 

 

A combination of optical microscopy and eddy current scans were used to detect 

crack initiation and to provide crack growth data for a single crack on each sample. The 

crack growth plot (Figure 9) shows that the crack initiation lives are very similar for the 

two sample groups. This can be attributed to the tensile residual stresses measured at the 

edges of both the as-drilled and cold-expanded hole samples and the similar depths of 
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plastic deformation indicated by EBSD. Upon close observation of the data, the cold 

expansion process appears to provide a small benefit in crack initiation life of 20,000-

50,000 cycles. However, it is not clear if this trend is due to the additional work hardening 

that takes place at the hole edge during cold expansion or to measurement error resulting 

from the minimum flaw size required for eddy current detection of crack initiation. 

Investigation of this effect is outside the scope of this study. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Crack growth measurements show similar crack initiation lives for the low-

stress drilled and cold worked holes, which was attributed to the similar elastic and 

plastic strains observed at the hole edges. Crack growth was significantly affected by the 

cold working process as a result of the large compressive residual stress region. 

 

 

 

 

Crack growth, on the other hand, is significantly affected by the cold expansion process. 

Crack growth occurred very slowly at first, followed by a period of arrest. This period of 
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crack growth resistance can be attributed to the large compressive residual stress region 

induced by the cold expansion process. The cracks on the cold-expanded holes then 

continued to grow at the same speed as those detected on the as-drilled holes.  

 Further analysis on a sample from each group was conducted via fractography. The 

fracture surface images shown in Figure 10 revealed a single initiation site on the as-drilled 

hole sample. Multiple crack initiation sites were observed on the cold-expanded hole 

sample, with a majority of the cracks initiating in the bore section. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Fracture surface images show (a) a single crack initiation site in the bore 

section of the as-drilled hole sample and (b) multiple crack initiation sites in the bore 

section of the cold-expanded hole sample. Accumulation of crack initiation sites most 

likely occurred during the period of crack growth resistance. 

 

 

 

 

The presence of multiple crack initiation sites on the cold-expanded hole confirms the near-

edge residual stress distribution measured by the micro-slotting technique. The small 

tensile residual stress at the edge of the hole most likely promoted crack initiation, thus 

allowing an accumulation of crack initiation sites to occur during the period of crack 
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growth resistance that occurred as a result of the large compressive residual stress region 

induced by cold expansion. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
 
 

This study demonstrated the unique application of the micro-slotting residual stress 

measurement technique for measuring near-edge tangential residual stresses around cold-

expanded holes. In comparison with more established measurement methods, the improved 

spatial resolution of the micro-slotting technique allows for residual stress measurement 

within micron-range of hole edges. The micro-slotting procedure used in this study 

therefore allowed for accurate characterization of the near-edge residual stress state on both 

an as-drilled hole and a cold-expanded hole. Knowledge of these near-edge elastic strains, 

in combination with plastic strain information obtained from EBSD, allowed for 

interpretation of fatigue life differences and crack growth behavior. 

The micro-slotting residual stress measurements detected a shallow, low-

magnitude tangential residual stress distribution on the as-drilled hole sample, with a 

tensile stress present at the hole edge, while a much larger compressive residual stress 

region of higher magnitude was detected on the cold-expanded hole. The measurements 

also suggested that a small tensile residual stress was introduced at the edge of the cold-

expanded holes by the final reaming step performed prior to fatigue testing. The depth of 

plastic deformation present on each hole sample was semi-quantitatively characterized 

using image quality parameters from EBSD, and the results indicated that the cold-

expansion process did not have a significant effect on the depth of the plastic deformation 

region induced by drilling. The similar crack initiation lives of the as-drilled and cold-
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expanded open-hole coupons were thus attributed to the similar elastic and plastic strains 

present at the hole edges. The subsequent crack growth resistance observed for the cold-

expanded holes was a result of the large compressive residual stress region induced by cold 

expansion. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 

A thorough understanding of both macroscopic and microscopic residual stresses 

is critical for reliable prediction of fatigue behavior in metallic materials. Recent works 

have demonstrated that micro-scale relaxation residual stress measurement techniques are 

capable of capturing residual stresses at both the macro- and micro-scales on a variety of 

metallic materials due to their micron-sized gauge volumes and high spatial resolution. 

However, studies that aim to identify and quantify the specific sources of microscopic 

stresses are limited. The goal of the presented study is to explore the use of the micro-

slotting technique for understanding residual stress distribution at the microstructural level. 

A grid of 2 × 0.2 × 3 µm3 micro-slotting measurements was milled in a high magnitude 

compressive residual stress region below the surface of a shot peened Ti-6Al-4V sample. 

Micro-slots were milled both perpendicular and parallel to the shot peened surface, and 

averaging the measurements allowed for estimation of the macroscopic residual stress 

state. For each micro-slotting measurement, data plots of both the measured displacement 

magnitudes and the interpolated residual stress values were overlaid to scale with a local 

microstructure map obtained using electron backscatter diffraction. This analysis allowed 

for novel qualitative observations regarding residual stress orientation and microstructure 

effects on the local residual stress relaxation, which were used to explain deviations 

between the measurements and the predicted macroscopic stress state. These effects 

included changes in residual stress approaching grain boundaries, elastic modulus 

differences in neighboring α grains, and constrained relaxation due to local phase 

distribution. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 

 A thorough understanding of residual stress distribution at both the macroscopic 

and microscopic scales is critical for accurate prediction of fatigue behavior in metallic 

components [1]. Induced by nearly all manufacturing processes, residual stresses are an 

elastic response to inhomogeneous plastic strains [2] and can be categorized by the length 

scale over which they equilibrate [3, 4]. 

Macroscopic residual stresses are long range stresses that equilibrate over the scale 

of the structure or component and are measured using conventional residual stress 

measurement techniques [5]. These techniques include both stress relaxation measurement 

methods [6] and diffraction methods [7]. Microscopic residual stresses vary over grain 

scale and nearly always exist in polycrystalline materials as a result of differences in 

neighboring grain orientations or phase distribution [8]. Measurement techniques that are 

capable of measuring these intergranular stresses are limited since they require micron-

scale gauge volumes and high spatial resolution. Such techniques include micro-focus 

synchrotron X-ray diffraction [9, 10], high resolution-electron backscatter diffraction [11], 

and the more recently established micro-scale stress relaxation measurement methods [12]. 

These methods employ the combined imaging and milling capabilities of a scanning 

electron microscope-focused ion beam (SEM-FIB) dual-beam system to scale down the 

geometries of established stress relaxation techniques to micron-sized gauge volumes. 

Milling geometry selection is based on the desired residual stress information. The micro-

slotting technique [13] provides measurement of the single stress component perpendicular 

to the slot, while the micro-hole drilling [14] and micro-scale ring-core [15, 16] methods 

are capable of providing the full in-plane stress tensor.   
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The micro-slotting technique was first proposed by Kang et al. [13] for measuring 

residual stresses in thin films and involves using the FIB to mill a narrow rectangular slot. 

Relaxation of the surrounding material results in relief of the in-plane residual stress 

component that lies perpendicular to the slot. Displacement of the material is measured by 

taking electron beam images of the local region before and after the slot is milled and using 

digital image correlation (DIC) to resolve the displacements between the two images. The 

residual stress in the measurement region is then interpolated using analytic or finite 

element (FE) solutions and assuming pure elastic relaxation. Numerous advances with this 

technique have been made in recent years, and those most relevant to the measurement 

procedure used in this study include the use of shorter length micro-slots in combination 

with FE modeling for increased spatial resolution [17] and the use of FE modeling for 

creating a reliable micro-slotting measurement procedure [18].  

Other recent works employing micro-scale methods have investigated the ability of 

these techniques to capture both the macroscopic and microscopic residual stress states. A 

study by J. Everaerts et al. involved using the micro ring-core technique in combination 

with eigenstrain modeling to separate the macroscopic and microscopic stresses in a 

bimodal Ti-6Al-4V bar following plastic four-point bending [19]. However, when the 

separate contributions of the macroscopic and microscopic residual stresses are unknown, 

a significant amount of scatter can be observed in the measurement results [16, 20]. A 

separate study by J. Everaerts et al. [21] saw good agreement between micro ring-core 

measurements and high-energy synchrotron X-ray strain data on a laser shock-peened Ti-

6Al-4V sample, yet decreasing the gauge volume of the micro ring-core measurements 

resulted in strong deviations from the X-ray results due to the presence of microscopic 
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residual stresses. While these recent works aimed to quantify microscopic residual stresses, 

studies that serve to identify the specific sources of these stresses are limited. One such 

study performed by I. Basu et al. [22] employed a micro-slotting methodology to measure 

spatially resolved residual stress profiles in the vicinity of grain boundaries in 

commercially pure titanium. 

The main goal of the presented study is to explore the use of the micro-slotting 

technique for understanding residual stress distribution and sources of microscopic residual 

stresses at the microstructural level. First, a laboratory X-ray diffraction (XRD) depth 

profiling technique is used to measure the sub-surface residual stress profile induced by 

shot peening in order to identify a sub-surface region of high magnitude residual stress on 

a shot peened Ti-6Al-4V sample. A grid of micro-slotting measurements is then milled in 

the sub-surface region with slots oriented both perpendicular and parallel to the shot peened 

surface for measurement of the σx and σz residual stress components, respectively. Electron 

backscatter diffraction (EBSD) is then used to obtain local microstructural information in 

the micro-slot measurement regions. Data plots of the displacement magnitudes measured 

by DIC and the interpolated residual stresses are overlaid to-scale with the local 

microstructure EBSD maps, thus presenting a novel approach for evaluating local 

microstructure effects on residual stress relaxation at the micro-scale. Select measurement 

regions are shown and discussed to summarize consistencies in the qualitative 

observations. 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
 

2.1 SAMPLE MATERIAL AND PREPARATION 

Samples were prepared from a mill-annealed Ti-6Al-4V (ASTM Grade 5 [23]) 

plate of 6.0 mm thickness that was stress relief annealed and chem-milled prior to surface 

processing. The resulting bulk microstructure, shown in Figure 1, was determined to be 

equiaxed α phase with intergranular β phase. 

 

 

Figure 1. Optical micrograph of mill-annealed Ti-6Al-4V plate. Etched microstructure 

revealed equiaxed α phase with intergranular β phase. 

 

 

The plate was shot peened to an Almen intensity of 0.32 mm A with 200% coverage using 

a robotic shot peening setup and cast steel shot of size S230 [24]. A sample with dimensions 

of approximately 75 mm × 100 mm was sectioned from the plate for XRD residual stress 
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measurements using a band saw, while a 20 mm × 10 mm piece was sectioned from the 

plate using a water jet cutter and set aside for micro-slotting residual stress measurements. 

 

2.2 XRD RESIDUAL STRESS MEASUREMENTS 

XRD residual stress measurements were performed in order to identify a high 

magnitude compressive residual stress below the shot peened surface of the sample for 

micro-slotting measurements. A Philips X’Pert Materials Research Diffractometer was 

used to carry out the XRD residual stress measurements, and the sin2Ψ method was applied 

using the diffraction of Cu Kα radiation from the {213} lattice planes of the α phase. 

Measurements were taken on the surface of the sample and in increments of 10-35 µm 

below the surface. Electrolytic polishing was used for localized material removal on a 15 

mm-diameter region in the middle of the coupon. The amount of material removed between 

measurements was estimated by using micrometers to measure the sample thickness in the 

polished region before and after each polishing step. The size of the measurement region 

was limited by a collimator to a 2 mm × 2 mm area. The effect of localized electrolytic 

polishing on residual stress relaxation was determined to be negligible using a 

StressCheck® FE model. 

 

2.3 MICRO-SLOTTING METHOD 

The 20 mm × 10 mm piece sectioned from the plate was mounted in a thermosetting 

bakelite resin with carbon filler for use in the SEM. The surface of the sample cross-section 

was prepared by grinding to a 9 µm finish with a diamond suspension and polishing with 
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colloidal silica. The sample was polished for 30 minutes using the lowest force setting in 

order to minimize any deformation induced during the grinding steps. 

A Helios NanoLab 600 SEM-FIB was used to perform the micro-slotting 

measurements. Local artificial patterns of small surface dots were milled into the polished 

sample surface using the FIB. The patterns were milled using a voltage of 30 kV and a 

current of 9.7 pA, resulting in surface dots approximately 4 nm in depth. The corresponding 

2 × 0.2 × 3 µm3 slots were milled using a current of 28 pA. Electron beam images of the 

patterned regions before and after milling the micro-slots (Figure 2) were imported into 

MATLAB DIC software in order to determine the displacements of the grid points around 

each slot. All imaging was performed with the integration filter using a scan speed of 1 µs 

on 8 frames. Image resolution was 1024 × 884 pixels. 

 

 

Figure 2. Electron beam images of each milled pattern were taken (a) before and (b) after 

milling each 2 × 0.2 × 3 µm3 slot. Images were then imported into MATLAB DIC 

program for measurement of grid point displacements around each slot due to local 

residual stress relaxation. 
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The MATLAB DIC code used in this study employed the cpcorr function to resolve 

the displacements of the grid points. Surface displacements from a reference stress FE 

model were then used to interpolate a residual stress value from the displacement of each 

grid point. The reference displacement field was calculated using a 3D FE model of a 2 × 

0.2 × 3 µm3 slot in a finite body created in StressCheck®. The 3D FE model was created 

using quarter symmetry, fixed boundary conditions, and a uniform compressive stress of 

1000 MPa perpendicular to the slot length. Isotropic elastic properties for the finite body 

(E = 112.6 GPa, v = 0.34) were chosen in order to agree with the elastic constant used in 

the XRD analysis [25]. A grid of points was created on the surface of the body, and a text 

file of the grid point coordinates and corresponding displacement values were extracted 

from the FE results for input into the MATLAB DIC software. 

 For each micro-slot, a residual stress value was interpolated for each milled grid 

point on either side of the slot, and the average of these values was determined to be the 

average residual stress in the local region. Therefore, a residual stress value and a standard 

deviation were reported for each measurement location. Grid points within 0.5 µm of the 

slot edges exhibited extremely large displacements and were therefore removed prior to 

residual stress calculation. Points above and below the slot ends were also removed due to 

the small displacements in these regions and to increase consistency between 

measurements. All of the remaining points in the grids were used to calculate an average 

residual stress value and a standard deviation for each micro-slot. No outlier data points 

were removed in this study. 

A grid of 25 micro-slotting measurements was performed on the prepared sample 

cross-section, as shown in Figure 3. The orientation of the micro-slot lengths relative to the 
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shot peened surface was alternated between perpendicular and parallel in order to measure 

the σx and σz residual stress components, respectively. The micro-slots were spaced 

approximately 10 µm apart in both the x- and y-directions. The grid was placed so that the 

micro-slotting measurements captured the residual stress at a range of 50-90 µm below the 

shot peened surface, as the XRD results indicated high magnitude residual stresses in this 

region. FE analysis was used, according to a previous study [16], to determine the percent 

change in the grid point displacements due to overlapping strain fields for subsequently 

milled micro-slots. For the 10 µm spacing used in this study, the average percent error due 

to this effect was estimated to be ~6%. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Micro-slotting residual stress measurements were performed in a grid pattern on 

polished sample cross-section. Slots were spaced ~10 µm in both the vertical and 

horizontal directions and were oriented both perpendicular and parallel to the shot peened 

surface, resulting in measurements of the σx and σz residual stress components, 

respectively. 
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2.4 EVALUATION OF MICROSTRUCTURE IN MICRO-SLOT 

MEASUREMENT REGIONS 

 

 EBSD was used to collect microstructural information in the micro-slotting 

measurement regions. Data was collected using a Nordlys detector situated within the 

SEM-FIB system. Electron backscatter patterns (EBSPs) were acquired using an electron 

beam acceleration voltage of 20 kV, a current of 11 nA, and a step size of 0.1 µm. The 

EBSD microstructural maps were created using AzTec software. 

Due to the effects of the ion beam on the near-surface region during pattern milling, 

EBSPs were unable to be collected from the milled pattern regions surrounding each micro-

slot. Therefore, the sample was polished for 3 minutes using colloidal silica to remove the 

ion beam-affected area so that EBSPs could be collected in the patterned regions and a 

local microstructural map could be acquired for each micro-slot measurement. The amount 

of material removed during this polishing step was estimated to be < 1 µm [26]. Plots of 

both the displacement magnitude measured at each grid point and the residual stress 

interpolated at each grid point using the isotropic FE model were then compared to the 

local microstructure maps. This allowed for observation of microstructural effects on local 

residual stress relaxation. 

 

2.5 EFFECTS OF LOCAL ELASTIC PROPERTIES ON MICRO-SLOTTING 

MEASUREMENTS 

 

The use of isotropic elastic constants presents a prominent source of error for the 

micro-slotting technique. The high anisotropy of the Ti α phase [27] adds error at the 

micron scale where residual stress relaxation is dominated by local elastic properties. The 

Ti-6Al-4V microstructure of the sample used in this study was observed to primarily 
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consist of the hexagonal α phase. Therefore, the maximum effects of anisotropy on the 

micro-slotting measurements can be estimated using the single-crystal elastic properties of 

the α phase [28]. With the maximum-stiffness α grain direction oriented perpendicular to 

the slot length, the use of the isotropic FE model would result in ~25% underestimation of 

the residual stress magnitude. The minimum stiffness direction oriented perpendicular to 

the slot length would result in ~8% overestimation of the residual stress magnitude. 

The effect of grain orientation on the residual stress interpolated around each slot 

could be more accurately estimated by obtaining the Euler angles of the α grains in each 

measurement region with EBSD and then calculating the directional elastic modulus using 

the single crystal elastic properties [29]. While this calculation is rather simple for micro-

slots that are milled in single α grains, it is much more difficult for complex microstructural 

regions containing multiple α grains or both the α and β phases. Therefore, no attempt was 

made to correct the micro-slotting residual stress measurements for local elastic property 

variation in this study. However, potential effects of anisotropy are still discussed for the 

micro-slot measurement regions evaluated in the next section. 

The microstructure below the exposed surface will also significantly contribute to 

the displacement of the material around each slot and will further complicate data 

correction. An incremental milling procedure can be used to evaluate the microstructure in 

the local region throughout the measurement gauge volume. This was performed as part of 

a recent study by F. Archie et al. in which the micro ring-core method was used to measure 

residual stress distribution in lath martensite [30]. Due to the large number of micro-

slotting measurements performed in this study, observations were solely based on the 

microstructure information collected from the exposed surface.  
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2.6 OTHER POTENTIAL ERROR SOURCES IN MICRO-SLOTTING METHOD 

The cross-section preparation of the sample prior to performing the micro-slotting 

measurements was assumed to result in complete relief of the out-of plane σy residual stress 

component, and introduction of this free surface via sectioning affects the in-plane stress 

state. Correction via mathematical approach [16] or FE modeling should be used to 

accurately estimate the extent of the modified stress state prior to incorporating the data 

into design practices. The measurements presented in this study were not corrected for this 

effect.  

Use of the FIB for pattern milling is understood to affect the near-surface region of 

the sample due to implantation of Ga ions [31]. Previous research suggests that ion 

implantation may result in the creation of an amorphous layer at the surface [32] or may 

induce a compressive residual stress due to volume expansion in the ion-implanted region 

[33, 34]. In accordance with a previous study [18], the depth of the affected region was 

assumed to be shallow in comparison to the slot depth and any potential effects on the 

residual stress measurements presented in this study were assumed to be insignificant.  

Other potential sources of error include near-surface stresses induced during the 

polishing procedure and DIC errors resulting from image artifacts caused by insufficient 

SEM calibration. No consistent effects were observed in the measured displacements and 

the corresponding residual stress magnitudes. Thus, effects of these errors on the micro-

slotting measurements presented in this study were presumed to be negligible. 
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3. RESULTS 
 
 

3.1 RESIDUAL STRESS MEASUREMENTS 

Figure 4 shows the micro-slotting measurements of the sub-surface σx residual 

stress component in the grid region plotted against the XRD residual stress measurements. 

The XRD measurements show the typical sub-surface residual stress profile that is induced 

by shot peening. The significant scatter that is observed among the micro-slotting data 

points is expected due to the local nature of the technique. The XRD measurements average 

the residual stress over a 2 mm × 2 mm area at each depth, thus providing measurements 

of the macroscopic residual stress state. On the other hand, the residual stresses measured 

by the micron-scale gauge volume of the micro-slotting technique are dominated by local 

microscopic residual stresses. While the compressive residual stress magnitudes measured 

by the micro-slotting technique vary significantly from ~300 MPa to ~900 MPa, the 

average of the data points within the grid approaches the residual stress magnitude that is 

measured by XRD. XRD measures a compressive residual stress of ~650 MPa at a depth 

of ~70 MPa, while the grid of micro-slots measures an average compressive residual stress 

of ~590 MPa. Averaging the micro-slotting measurements presents a simulated residual 

stress value resulting from a larger measurement volume. Since this average value is 

comparable to the residual stress measured by XRD, an assumption can be made that the 

individual micro-slotting measurements are accurate summations of the macroscopic and 

microscopic residual stresses present in the sample. In other words, the deviations between 

the micro-slotting measurements and the macroscopic stress state estimated by XRD can 

be attributed to local microstructure effects.  
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Figure 4. XRD and micro-slotting results measuring sub-surface σx residual stress 

component. Micro-slotting measurements are dominated by microscopic residual stresses 

and show expected scatter. Average of σx measurements within the grid approaches 

residual stress magnitude measured by XRD. 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 5 shows the micro-slotting measurements of the sub-surface σz residual 

stress component in the grid region. Again, the micro-slotting measurements show 

expected scatter as a result of the local nature of the technique. Higher magnitude σz 

residual stresses are detected in the upper portion of the grid region at a depth of 50-60 µm 

below the shot peened surface, and this most likely indicates the presence of a σz gradient 

within the grid region.  The average σz value for the grid region was calculated to be a 

compressive residual stress with a magnitude of ~210 MPa. 

While the average σz residual stress component for the grid region is of 

considerably low magnitude relative to the calculated average σx residual stress 

component, the consistent measurement of non-zero values throughout the grid region 
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indicates the presence of a shear stress component σxz below the sample surface. In order 

to determine the direction and magnitude of this component, two additional micro-slotting 

measurements were performed with the slot lengths oriented 45° relative to the shot peened 

surface. Averaging the two measurements allowed for a σxz estimation of +90 MPa. Thus, 

the two sub-surface principal residual stress components and corresponding rotation could 

be calculated. These values were determined as σ1 = -610 MPa, σ2 = -190 MPa, and 

Θ = 13°, with Θ being a counter-clockwise rotation. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Micro-slotting results measuring sub-surface σz residual stress component. 

Measurements again show considerable scatter due to local nature of technique. 

Significant magnitudes of σz measurements indicate presence of σxz residual stress 

component. 
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3.2 OBSERVATIONS OF LOCAL MICROSTRUCTURE EFFECTS 

 Qualitative observations of microstructure effects on each micro-slotting residual 

stress measurement performed in this study were made by overlaying the data plots of the 

displacement magnitudes measured at each grid point and the local microstructure images 

created using the EBSD software. Plots of the residual stress interpolated at each grid point 

were also overlaid with the local microstructure images in order to more clearly see distinct 

differences in residual stress within the grids. The residual stress at each grid point was 

interpolated using the isotropic FE model described in the previous section. 

The data plots and microstructure images were evaluated for all measurement 

locations and showed several consistencies related to stress direction, elastic modulus 

differences in neighboring grains, and local phase distribution. The measurement regions 

selected for this section summarize the consistencies that were made in these observations. 

Results are shown and described for six micro-slots in total. Four of the micro-slots shown 

in this section were oriented perpendicular to the shot peened surface for measurement of 

the σx residual stress component, while the other two micro-slots were oriented parallel to 

the shot peened surface for measurement of the σz residual stress component. 

 Figure 6 shows the displacement magnitude and residual stress plots for a micro-

slot that was milled perpendicular to the shot peened surface and in a single α grain region. 

This measurement provided a σx compressive residual stress value of ~750 MPa at a depth 

of ~70 µm below the shot peened surface, which is similar to the residual stress magnitude 

measured by XRD. 
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Figure 6. Data plots for a σx micro-slot measurement in single α grain region. (a) 

Displacement magnitude plot shows near-symmetric strain distribution with slight 

counter-clockwise rotation of the residual stress component perpendicular to slot length. 

(b) Residual stress plot indicates resultant errors in residual stress interpolation due to use 

of FE model. 

 

 

 

 

The near-symmetric strain plot for this micro-slotting measurement (Figure 6a) indicates a 

small counter-clockwise rotation of the residual stress component perpendicular to the slot 

length. The FE model used to interpolate a residual stress value at each grid point assumes 

a residual stress component that is perfectly perpendicular to the slot length. The use of 

this model therefore results in residual stress interpolation errors, with the most significant 

errors occurring at the grid points closest to the slot ends. These errors are evident in the 

residual stress plot (Figure 6b). 

Figure 7 shows the displacement magnitude and residual stress plots for a micro-

slot that was milled in a more complex microstructural region. This slot was also milled 

perpendicular to the shot peened surface for measurement of the σx residual stress 

component, resulting in a compressive residual stress measurement of ~890 MPa at a depth 

of ~50 µm below the shot peened surface. 
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Figure 7. Data plots for a σx micro-slot measurement in more complex microstructural 

region. (a) Displacement magnitudes near slot edges indicate slight rotation of residual 

stress component perpendicular to the slot. (b) Residual stress plot shows high magnitude 

stresses interpolated at some grid points. Possible explanations include stress rotation and 

presence of β phase. Interpolated stresses also appear to increase approaching grain 

boundary regions. 

 

 

 

 

The displacement plot for this micro-slot (Figure 7a) is very symmetric, yet close 

observation of the displacements measured near the slot edges suggests a small counter-

clockwise rotation of the residual stress component that lies perpendicular to the slot. The 

increased complexity of the microstructural region is apparent in the residual stress plot for 

this measurement location (Figure 7b). Residual stresses of very high magnitude (~1400 

MPa) were detected on the left side of the slot close to the slot edge. The presence of the β 

grain towards the bottom of the microstructure image serves as a possible explanation for 

this, since the lower elastic modulus of the β phase would result in overestimation of the 

residual stresses interpolated using the FE model. The β phase region in the microstructure 

image may extend into the region below the exposed surface. Additional β phase may also 

be present at the α grain boundaries in this region. 
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The residual stress plot overlaid with the microstructure in Figure 7b also suggests 

that the interpolated residual stress magnitudes increase approaching grain boundary 

regions. The grid points on the left side of the slot that measure a residual stress magnitude 

of ~1000 MPa appear to follow the grain boundaries of the α grain, while the residual stress 

magnitude detected toward the middle of the grain is ~800 MPa. The same trend is 

observed on the right side of the slot, although not as clearly. 

The slight rotation of the residual stress component perpendicular to the slot length 

suggested by the displacement plot would result in additional errors in the residual stress 

plot, similar to those shown in Figure 6b. However, separating these errors from the 

microstructure-related effects is difficult. Improved analysis of the microscopic residual 

stress sources shown in this measurement region, including grain boundary presence and 

local phase distribution, would most likely be accomplished using a smaller micro-slot 

gauge volume. 

Figure 8 shows the displacement magnitude and residual stress plot for another 

micro-slot that was milled in a complex microstructural region. The slot was milled 

perpendicular to the shot peened surface to give a σx compressive residual stress magnitude 

of ~850 MPa at a depth of ~60 µm below the shot peened surface. Unlike the displacement 

plots shown in Figures 6 and 7, the displacement plot for this micro-slot (Figure 8a) is not 

symmetric. A large range of displacement magnitudes are measured on the left side of the 

slot, and this variance correlates to interpolated residual stress values that range from -500 

MPa to -1100 MPa, as shown in the residual stress plot (Figure 8b). 
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Figure 8. (a) Displacement magnitude and (b) residual stress plots for additional σx 

micro-slot measurement in complex microstructural region. Plots show large range of 

measured displacements and interpolated residual stress values on left side of slot. 

Assuming β grain extends toward slot below exposed surface, lower elastic modulus 

would cause larger displacements near slot edge, and stress relaxation would be 

constrained by surrounding α grains. 

 

 

 

 

The local microstructure image shows several α grains and a single β grain in the lower left 

corner. The presence of this β grain offers a possible explanation for the larger range of 

displacements observed on the left side of the slot. Assuming that the β grain extends 

toward the slot below the patterned region, the lower elastic modulus of the β phase would 

result in significantly larger grid point displacements. The residual stress relaxation in the 

β phase region would then be constrained by the surrounding α grains. 

 The source of the high magnitude stresses on the right side of the slot is not clear. 

The stresses appear to increase toward the top edge of the slot, and this may be 

measurement error associated with the rotated stress direction. The other residual stress 

magnitudes measured on the right side of the slot are significantly higher than the residual 

stress magnitude measured by XRD and may be a result of different elastic properties in 

this measurement region. However, determining which specific grains are influential on 

the residual stress relaxation is difficult due to the complex microstructure. 
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Figure 9 shows the displacement magnitude and residual stress grid outputs for an 

additional micro-slotting measurement location. This slot was milled perpendicular to the 

shot peened surface for measurement of the σx residual stress component, resulting in a 

compressive residual stress magnitude of ~480 MPa at a depth of ~70 µm below the shot 

peened surface. 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Data plots for additional σx micro-slot measurement region. (a) Displacement 

magnitude plot indicates near-symmetric strain distribution around slot, with larger range 

of displacements measured on left side. (b) Residual stress plot suggests that β grain 

presence is responsible for larger residual stresses detected near slot edge and that distinct 

differences in interpolated residual stress magnitudes on right side of slot are result of 

different elastic moduli in corresponding α grains. 

 

 

 

 

The displacement magnitude plot for this slot (Figure 9a) shows a larger range of measured 

displacement magnitudes on the left side of the slot, in comparison to those measured on 

the right side of the slot. The residual stress plot (Figure 9b) shows the corresponding range 

of interpolated residual stresses on the left side of the slot, which range from ~800 MPa in 

magnitude near the slot edge to ~300 MPa at the left edge of the grid. The higher magnitude 

residual stresses detected near the slot edge are most likely due to the presence of the β 

grain in the lower left region of the grid. Assuming the β grain extends toward the slot 
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below the exposed surface, significantly larger displacements would be expected due to the 

lower elastic modulus of the β phase. Similar to the observations made for Figure 8, the 

residual stress relaxation in the β phase is then constrained by the neighboring α grains. 

The residual stress plot also reveals a region of residual stress on the right side of 

the slot that is ~700 MPa in magnitude while the other grid points on the right side of the 

slot measure residual stress magnitudes of 400-600 MPa. The microstructure image 

suggests that this difference is a result of the different elastic moduli of the corresponding 

α grains. 

Figures 10 and 11 show the displacement magnitude and residual stress plots for 

micro-slots that were milled parallel to the shot peened surface in order to measure the σz 

residual stress component. Figure 10 shows the plots for a micro-slotting measurement that 

was milled in a single α grain region and resulted in a compressive residual stress 

magnitude of ~210 MPa at a depth of ~70 µm below the shot peened surface, which is 

equivalent to the average σz value calculated for the measurement grid region.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Data plots for σz micro-slot measurement in single α grain region. (a) 

Displacement magnitude plot indicates that stress relaxation is dominated by higher 

magnitude principal residual stress component. (b) Residual stress plot shows 

corresponding errors in residual stress interpolation due to use of FE model. 
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Most evident in this displacement plot (Figure 10a) is the rotation of the residual stress 

relaxation, which appears to be dominated by the higher magnitude principal residual stress 

component σ1 that was calculated in the previous section. This rotation then correlates to 

errors in the residual stress plot (Figure 10b) due to the use of the FE model. 

Figure 11 shows plots for a micro-slotting measurement that was milled in a more 

complex microstructural region and gave a compressive residual stress magnitude of ~250 

MPa at a depth of ~80 µm below the shot peened surface. 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Data plots for σz micro-slot measurement in complex microstructural region. 

(a) Displacement plot again indicates that stress relaxation is dominated by σ1 principal 

residual stress component. (b) Residual stress plot shows corresponding errors in residual 

stress interpolation due to use of FE model. 

 

 

 

 

Again, the most evident feature in the displacement magnitude plot (Figure 11a) is the 

rotation of the stress component. The direction of residual stress relaxation correlates with 

the rotation that was calculated for the σ1 principal residual stress component and resembles 

the rotation that was observed for the previous micro-slot measurement shown in Figure 

10. The corresponding errors associated with using the FE model are shown in the residual 
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stress plot (Figure 11b) and appear as both higher and lower magnitude residual stresses at 

the top and bottom of the grid. 

 

4. DISCUSSION 
 
 

The slot size chosen for this study was small relative to the grain sizes observed in 

the local EBSD maps, and the residual stress relaxation observed around the slots milled 

in complex microstructure regions was therefore dominated by microscopic stresses. 

Micro-slots milled in single α grain regions gave residual stress values closest to the 

macroscopic residual stress values predicted by XRD and by averaging the micro-slotting 

measurements over the entire grid region. Furthermore, no microstructural effects were 

visible in the strain plots for these measurement regions. On the other hand, micro-slots 

milled in complex microstructure regions gave residual stress values that deviated from the 

macroscopic residual stress value, and the corresponding displacement magnitude and 

interpolated residual stress plots allowed for evaluation of these effects relative to the 

microstructure. However, convolution of these effects, combined with errors resulting from 

the rotated stress direction, limited the observations in this study to those of a qualitative 

nature. Improved analysis and quantification of the microscopic residual stresses that result 

from the phenomena observed in this study may be accomplished by decreasing the gauge 

volume of the micro-slotting measurements. 

The results of this work therefore suggest that the micro-slotting technique could 

be modified to measure macroscopic or microscopic residual stresses by changing the slot 

size relative to the grain size of the material. This is similar to an observation made for the 

micro ring-core method in a previous study performed by J. Everearts et al. [21]. Increasing 
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the micro-slot gauge volume would allow the microstructure in the measurement region to 

become more representative of the bulk material. As a result, measurement errors due to 

local anisotropy, grain boundary presence, and local phase distribution would be 

minimized. The comparison of the micro-slotting and XRD residual stress measurements 

presented in this study provides an illustration of this effect. By averaging the micro-

slotting measurements, the effective volume of the measurement technique is increased, 

and the average residual stress value approaches the macroscopic residual stress measured 

by XRD. This also suggests that an ideal measurement volume exists relative to the grain 

size of the material that will minimize the effects of microscopic residual stresses on micro-

slotting measurements of the macroscopic residual stress state. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
 
 

In this study, a grid of 2 × 0.2 × 3 µm3 gauge volume micro-slotting residual stress 

measurements were performed in a high compressive residual stress sub-surface region of 

a shot peened Ti-6Al-4V sample. Micro-slots were milled both perpendicular and parallel 

to the shot peened surface for measurement of the σx and σz residual stress components, 

respectively. The macroscopic residual stress state in the grid region was estimated by 

averaging the micro-slotting measurements, and the average σx value was found to be in 

close agreement with the macroscopic residual stress measured by XRD. Thus, the micro-

slotting residual stress measurements were assumed to be accurate summations of the 

macroscopic and microscopic residual stresses present in the grid region. Additional 

measurements were performed near the grid region in order to measure the σxz residual 

stress component, and the principal residual stress components and corresponding rotation 
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were then calculated. The presence of this rotation was confirmed by the displacement 

magnitude plots for the micro-slotting measurements.  

In addition to local measurement of residual stress, the micro-slotting strain outputs 

provided information regarding residual stress direction and local microstructure effects. 

For each measurement region, plots of the displacement magnitudes and interpolated 

residual stresses were overlaid with local microstructure maps obtained using EBSD. This 

novel approach allowed for evaluation of microstructure effects on local residual stress 

relaxation and the corresponding errors in the residual stress interpolation using an 

isotropic FE model. These effects included changes in residual stress approaching grain 

boundaries, elastic modulus differences in neighboring α grains, and constrained relaxation 

due to local phase distribution. However, the convolution of these effects in complex 

microstructure measurement regions limited the ability to quantitatively analyze the 

sources of the local residual stress variations. A smaller micro-slot gauge volume would 

be ideal for isolation and accurate quantification of these effects. The results of this study 

also suggest that the use of a larger micro-slot gauge volume, relative to the grain size of 

the material, would allow for minimized influence of microscopic residual stresses on 

measurement of the macroscopic residual stress state. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 

Residual stress build-up in additive manufacturing can negatively impact 

mechanical properties or result in distortion of the finished parts. Recent developments in 

micro-scale stress relaxation measurement techniques have shown them to be capable of 

providing spatially resolved residual stress data in complex geometries and suggest the use 

of these techniques for understanding residual stress origins in additive manufacturing 

processes. This study therefore demonstrates the use of the micro-slotting technique for 

measurement of local residual stress in additive manufactured (AM) components. Micro-

slotting residual stress measurements were performed across two different interfaces in 

samples sectioned from a complex Ti-6Al-4V geometry built with laser freeform 

manufacturing technology (LFMT). The build consisted of a large oval-shaped thin wall 

structure and support stiffeners deposited on a baseplate of the same alloy. The first sample 

was acquired from a baseplate-build wall interface region, and the second sample was 

acquired from a build wall-stiffener interface region near the top of the build. The micro-

slots were oriented to capture the residual hoop stress in the thin wall. Post-measurement 

optical microscopy allowed for verification of the measurement locations relative to the 

interfaces and for analysis of the residual stress data at the microstructural level. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 

Laser freeform manufacturing technology (LFMT) is a direct laser deposition 

process in which metal powder is introduced into the focused beam of a high-power laser, 

thus allowing for deposition of complex near-net-shape metal components [1]. The 
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movement of the laser causes repeated localized melting and rapid cooling, which leads to 

thermal expansion and contraction of the material. The resultant permanent inelastic strains 

[2] can give rise to significant residual stresses in the finished builds. 

Residual stress in additive manufactured (AM) parts can have a negative impact on 

mechanical properties and may result in distortion upon part removal from the baseplate or 

during subsequent machining processes. Moreover, residual stress accumulation during 

deposition of large parts can result in significant distortion prior to completion of the build 

[3, 4]. Accurate estimation of residual stress accumulation during AM processes is 

accomplished using computational models [5-7], which allow for design-based approaches 

to residual stress mitigation. However, the accuracy of these models relies on validation 

using experimental data. 

Numerous attempts have been made in recent years to quantify residual stresses in 

AM parts, and a variety of measurement techniques have been used, including x-ray 

diffraction [8], neutron diffraction [9], and the contour method [10]. These techniques, 

however, are limited with regards to spatial resolution and measurement accuracy in 

complex geometry components [11]. As a result, many previous studies have focused on 

characterizing the distribution of residual stress in simple build geometries [12-14] and 

using simple build geometries to investigate effects of process parameters on the residual 

stress state. Such process parameters include dwell time [15], exposure strategy [16], and 

laser power and travel speed [17, 18].  

In recent years, the development of micro-scale stress relaxation measurement 

techniques [19-21] has allowed for high-spatial resolution residual stress measurements on 

complex-shaped components where conventional measurement techniques are not capable 
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of measuring residual stress. These techniques employ a scanning electron microscope-

focused ion beam (SEM-FIB) dual-beam system to mill away micron-scale volumes of 

material and to acquire electron images of the local regions before and after milling. Digital 

image correlation (DIC) is then used to resolve the material displacements in the local 

measurement regions from the electron images, and the original residual stress state in each 

measurement region is interpolated using analytical or finite element (FE) solutions. 

Sequential milling of these micro-scale geometries [22] allows for spatially resolved 

residual stress measurements within micron-range of specific features or locations in a part 

[23-25]. 

More recent works demonstrate the capability of these techniques for capturing 

local residual stress variations that occur as a result of microscopic stresses [23, 26-28]. 

These stresses are inherent to polycrystalline materials due to the presence of grain 

boundaries, grain orientation differences in neighboring grains, and changes in local phase 

distribution. Microscopic residual stresses therefore vary on the order of grain size, while 

macroscopic residual stresses vary over large distances, most often over the scale of the 

component. [29] 

While the data provided by macroscopic residual stress measurement techniques is 

ideal for validating distortion predictions, the micro-scale measurement gauge volumes of 

these new techniques can allow for targeted residual stress measurements in AM parts [30]. 

This study therefore seeks to demonstrate the use of the micro-slotting technique for 

measurement of local residual stress in AM components by acquiring residual stress data 

across two different interfaces in a complex LFMT Ti-6Al-4V build. Two interface regions 

were sectioned from a large representative geometry consisting of a Ti-6Al-4V oval-shaped 
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thin wall structure and support stiffeners that was deposited on a baseplate of the same 

alloy. The first sample was acquired from a baseplate-build wall region, while the second 

was sectioned from the top of the build in a build wall-stiffener interface region. A series 

of micro-slotting residual stress measurements was then performed across the interface of 

interest on each sample, and optical microscopy was used to verify the micro-slotting 

measurement locations relative to the sample interfaces. 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
 

2.1 SAMPLE PREPARATION 

A laser-deposited Ti-6Al-4V (ASTM Grade 5 [31]) representative geometry was 

fabricated onto a 50-mm thick mill-annealed Ti-6Al-4V baseplate using the LFMT process. 

Process conditions included a laser power of 860 W and a powder feed rate of 6 g/min. The 

finished build consisted of an oval-shaped thin wall surrounded by eight support stiffeners. 

Significant distortion was observed in the finished build as a result of internal residual 

stress. 

The first deposited layers of the oval-shaped geometry and surrounding stiffeners 

were 0.25 mm thick and were built using a contour and hatch approach. The gauge 

thicknesses of the wall and stiffeners were then incrementally decreased with each layer 

until the hatch approach was no longer needed, and a contour approach was used to build 

the remaining thin wall portion. This thin wall was ~2.0 mm wide and consisted of 

deposited layers with 0.50-mm thickness. 

An 18.5 mm × 11.0 mm block containing a portion of the build wall, an attached 

stiffener, and the underneath portion of the baseplate was sectioned from the original 
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geometry using a band saw. The two samples of interest for this study, Samples A and B, 

were then sectioned from this block (Figure 1) using electrical discharge machining 

(EDM). Distortion was observed in the parts after each sectioning step, indicating 

relaxation of the macroscopic residual stress state that was present in the original build. 

Sample A was sectioned from the baseplate-build wall interface to give 

approximate dimensions of 19 mm (x) × 11 mm (y) × 25 mm (z). The sample height (z) 

included ~14 mm of the baseplate. The x-z cross-section surface of the sample was then 

prepared for micro-slotting measurements. 

Sample B was sectioned from the build wall-stiffener interface located ~14 mm 

below the top of the block that was removed from the original geometry (Figure 1b). The 

final sample consisted of ~27 mm of the build wall and ~18 mm of the attached support 

stiffener. Micro-slotting measurements were taken on the cross-sectioned x-y plane.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. A block containing the build wall, attached stiffener, and baseplate was 

sectioned from original build geometry using a band saw. (a) Sample A was sectioned 

from the baseplate-build wall interface, while (b) Sample B was sectioned from the top of 

the build to include the build wall-stiffener interface. Both samples were sectioned using 

EDM. 
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Distortion was observed after most of the sectioning steps that were performed for 

sample preparation. This indicated relaxation of the macroscopic residual stress state that 

was present in the original build. For this study, residual stress relaxation due to sectioning 

was assumed to result in lower magnitudes of residual stress measured in the two samples. 

The microscopic residual stresses and the distribution of the compressive and tensile 

residual stresses at the interfaces were assumed to not be affected. 

 

2.2 Ti-6Al-4V MICROSTRUCTURE 

A sample with a mirror cross-section to Sample A was sectioned from the block via 

EDM. This sample was prepared metallographically and etched with Kroll’s reagent in 

order to acquire optical images of the microstructure in both the baseplate and the build 

wall (Figure 2). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Additional sample was sectioned from the sample block and etched to reveal 

the baseplate and build microstructure. (a) Mill-annealed microstructure of baseplate 

consisted of equiaxed α with intergranular β. (b) Microstructure of build wall shows large 

columnar prior β grains of Widmanstätten α. 
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The mill-annealed microstructure of the Ti-6Al-4V baseplate (Figure 2a) was determined 

to consist of equiaxed α with intergranular β. The microstructure of the build wall consists 

of large columnar prior β grains of basketweave Widmanstätten α laths. 

 

2.3 MICRO-SLOTTING RESIDUAL STRESS MEASUREMENTS 

The cross-sectioned surface of interest on each sample was prepared for micro-

slotting residual stress measurements by mounting the sample in a conductive bakelite resin 

and grinding the surface to a 9 µm finish with a diamond suspension. Final polishing was 

performed for at least 30 minutes using colloidal silica and the lowest force setting in order 

to minimize any deformation induced during the grinding steps. 

A Helios NanoLab 600 focused ion beam/field emission scanning electron 

microscope (FIB/FESEEM) was used to carry out the micro-slotting procedure. First, the 

FIB was used to mill local artificial patterns in the measurement regions. The patterns 

consisted of small surface dots, approximately 100 nm in depth, and were created using a 

voltage of 30 kV and a current of 93 pA. The corresponding series of 5 × 0.5 × 7 µm3 

micro-slots were then milled using a current of 0.46 nA. Electron beam images of the 

patterned regions (Figure 3) were taken at 0° stage tilt before and after milling the micro-

slots, and these images were acquired using a voltage of 5 kV and a beam current of 0.17 

nA. Imaging was performed with the integration filter using a scan speed of 1 µs on 8 

frames. Image resolution was 1024 × 884 pixels. A sequential milling procedure was 

established for this study using the FE analysis approach described in a previous study [23]. 
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Figure 3. Electron images imported into MATLAB DIC program for measurement of 

grid point displacements. Images were taken in each patterned region (a) before and (b) 

after the corresponding 5 × 0.5 × 7 µm3 micro-slot was milled. 

 

 

 

 

A MATLAB DIC code employing the cpcorr function was used to resolve the 

displacements of the grid points between the two electron images for each measurement 

location. The MATLAB code was then used to linearly interpolate a residual stress value 

from the displacement of each grid point using the surface displacements from a reference 

stress FE model created in StressCheck®. The 3D FE model employed quarter symmetry, 

isotropic properties (E = 110 GPa, v = 0.31 [32]), and a uniform compressive stress of 1000 

MPa perpendicular to the slot length. For each micro-slotting measurement, a residual 

stress value was interpolated for each milled grid point on either side of the slot, resulting 

in an average residual stress value and a standard deviation for each measurement. An 

outlier removal procedure identical to one used in a previous study [23] was then 

performed. Each measurement reported in this study was therefore determined using a 

minimum 60% of the points in the corresponding grid. 
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A series of micro-slotting measurements was performed on each sample in order to 

capture the residual stress profile across the specified interface. The micro-slotting 

measurements were taken towards the middle of each sample in order to avoid regions of 

significant residual stress relaxation near the sectioned edges. On Sample A, a series of 45 

micro-slots was performed in the x-z plane of the build with the slot lengths oriented 

perpendicular to the baseplate to allow for measurement of the residual stress in the x-

direction (Figure 4).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Optical microscope image of micro-slotting measurements performed across 

baseplate-build wall interface. Micro-slots were performed on cross-sectioned x-z plane 

and were oriented to measure residual stress in x-direction as a function of z. Etched 

microstructure allowed for verification of measurement locations relative to interface. 
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The x-direction corresponds to the residual hoop stress in the oval-shaped thin wall 

structure of the original build geometry. The spacing between the measurements was 

approximately 50 µm. 

On Sample B, a series of 31 micro-slotting measurements was performed in the x-

y plane of the build with the slot lengths oriented parallel to the support stiffener to allow 

for measurement of the residual stress in the x-direction (Figure 5). Again, the x-direction 

corresponds to the residual hoop stress in the oval-shaped thin wall structure of the original 

geometry. The micro-slotting measurements on this sample were also spaced ~50 µm apart. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Optical microscope image of micro-slotting measurements performed across 

build wall-stiffener interface. Micro-slots were performed on cross-sectioned x-y plane 

and were oriented to measure residual stress in x-direction. 

 

 

 

 

The first measurement was taken ~300 µm away from the inner radius of the oval-shaped 

thin wall. Subsequent measurements were then performed as a function of increasing y to 

allow for measurement of the residual stress distribution from the build wall into the 
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support stiffener. After the residual stress measurements were completed, optical 

microscopy of the sample allowed for verification of the measurement locations relative to 

the build wall-stiffener interface. The transition point between the build wall and the 

stiffener was identified by observing the two corners where the build wall joins the stiffener 

and then connecting the two corners with a line perpendicular to the series of micro-slotting 

measurements. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 

3.1 MICRO-SLOTTING RESIDUAL STRESS MEASUREMENTS 

The micro-slotting residual stress results for Samples A and B are shown in Figures 

6 and 7, respectively. The residual stress profile measured on Sample A (Figure 6) shows 

compressive residual stress in the baseplate with a magnitude of ~50 MPa. The residual 

stress profile goes to zero at a depth of 0.7-0.8 mm below the top of the baseplate and 

becomes a tensile residual stress that is ~50 MPa in magnitude. This tensile residual stress 

then continues with increasing z into the build wall. The data points in the compressive 

residual stress region show a significant amount of scatter from one measurement to the 

next, and this is expected due to the local nature of the micro-slotting technique. The 

micron-sized gauge volume is strongly affected by microscopic residual stresses, which 

are understood to be present in the measurement data as variations from the macroscopic 

stress state. 

The amount of scatter observed in this plot resembles the data presented in a 

previous study in which micro-slotting residual stress measurements of similar gauge 

volume were used to capture a sub-surface residual stress profile on a shot peened, mill-
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annealed Ti-6Al-4V plate [23]. Therefore, the increased scatter observed in the 

compressive residual stress region may suggest increased microscopic residual stresses in 

the baseplate due to the characteristic microstructure. However, the plot also indicates that 

a significant portion of the tensile residual stress region lies within the baseplate. The entire 

tensile residual stress region shows considerably less scatter among the micro-slotting 

measurements than the compressive residual stress region. This suggests that the 

differences observed in the measurement scatter may not be solely related to the 

microstructure present in the measurement regions. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Micro-slotting residual stress measurements for Sample A reveal compressive 

residual stress region in baseplate that becomes tensile residual stress below top of 

baseplate. More scatter is observed among measurements in compressive region than 

among those in tensile region, which may be a result of microscopic stresses in plate 

material. 
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The residual stress profile measured on Sample B is displayed in Figure 7 and 

shows a compressive residual stress in the build wall with a maximum magnitude of ~140 

MPa. The magnitude of this compressive residual stress region decreases as the 

measurements approach the build wall-stiffener interface, and tensile residual stresses are 

measured in the sampled portion of the support stiffener. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Micro-slotting residual stress results for Sample B show compressive residual 

stress region in build wall that is balanced by tensile residual stress region in support 

stiffener. Transition between compressive and tensile regions occurs precisely at 

interface. 

 

 

 

 

The measurement results for Sample B indicate a transition between the compressive 

residual stress region and tensile residual stress region that occurs precisely at the build 
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wall-stiffener interface. The compressive residual hoop stresses in the build wall are 

evidently balanced by a tensile residual stress in the support stiffener. The scatter among 

the data points in this plot resembles the reduced scatter observed between adjacent data 

points in the tensile residual stress region of the plot shown in Figure 6. This is expected, 

since the measurements shown here in Figure 7 were also taken in a sampled section of the 

build. 

The measurements performed on Sample A show a tensile residual stress in the x-

z plane near the bottom of the build, while the measurements for Sample B show a 

compressive residual stress in the x-y plane near the top of the build. This discrepancy was 

assumed to be indicative of the original macroscopic residual stress distribution in the build 

wall. Measurement of this distribution was not within the scope of this study. 

 

3.2 LIMITATIONS OF THE MICRO-SLOTTING TECHNIQUE 

The primary disadvantage of the micro-slotting technique in this study was the 

associated limitation on sample size. Sample size was restricted by the SEM chamber, and 

it was therefore necessary to section small samples away from the original geometry in 

order to measure local residual stresses at the interfaces of interest. An assumption was 

made that the residual stress distributions present at these interfaces was not affected by 

the stress relief that occurred during sectioning. However, this assumption was not 

validated, and future studies should avoid sectioning, if possible. 

Cross-section preparation of the samples was required in order to perform the 

measurements in the desired locations. This was assumed to result in complete relief of the 

out-of-plane residual stress component, thereby affecting the in-plane residual stress state. 
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Mathematical corrections [33] or FE analysis can be used to estimate the original residual 

stress present in the sample. The measurements presented in this study were not corrected 

for this effect. 

An additional source of error in this study is the use of isotropic elastic constants 

for interpolation of residual stress in the micro-slot measurement regions. Correction for 

local modulus effects of the highly anisotropic Ti α phase [34] can be accomplished by 

performing EBSD in the micro-slot measurement regions to acquire grain orientation 

information [35]. Such data correction was not performed in this study due to the large 

number of micro-slotting measurements performed on each sample. However, the 

maximum effects of local anisotropy in the Ti α phase can be estimated using the single-

crystal elastic properties [36]. The resultant error in the interpolated residual stress 

magnitudes, relative to the elastic properties used in this study, would range from ~25% 

underestimation to ~8% overestimation. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
 
 

This study demonstrated the use of the micro-slotting technique for measurement 

of local residual stress in AM components. Spatially resolved residual stress data was 

acquired across two different interfaces in samples sectioned from a complex LFMT Ti-

6Al-4V build. The build consisted of an oval-shaped thin wall structure and support 

stiffeners deposited on a baseplate of the same alloy. A series of micro-slotting residual 

stress measurements was performed across the desired interface on each sample, and the 

micro-slots were oriented to capture the residual hoop stress present in the thin wall. Post-

measurement optical microscopy allowed for verification of the measurement locations 
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relative to the sample interfaces and analysis of the residual stress data at the 

microstructural level. The results of this study therefore emphasize the use of the micro-

slotting technique for future studies that aim to understand residual stress origins in AM 

parts. 

The first sample was acquired from the baseplate-build wall interface region. The 

micro-slotting measurements revealed a compressive residual stress region in the baseplate 

that transitioned to a tensile residual stress region at a depth of 0.7-0.8 mm below the top 

of the baseplate. Considerably less scatter was observed among the data points in the tensile 

portion of the residual stress profile, and a possible explanations for this observation is the 

increased microscopic residual stresses in the inherent baseplate microstructure. The 

second sample was a build wall-stiffener interface region that was acquired near the top of 

the build wall. The micro-slotting residual stress measurements revealed a compressive 

residual stress region in the build wall that was balanced by a region of tensile residual 

stress in the support stiffener. The transition between the compressive and tensile regions 

was shown to occur precisely at the build wall-stiffener interface. 
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SECTION 

3. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
 

In this research, a micro-slotting procedure was established and validated for 

capturing local residual stresses in complex-shaped Ti-6Al-4V components. First, FE 

models were used to determine the necessary spacing between sequentially milled slots 

and neighboring series of measurements to ensure minimal error, and this spacing was 

evaluated as a function of slot length and depth. A virtual sensitivity study using FE 

analysis was also performed in order to quantify the effect of slot geometry uncertainties 

on the residual stress measurements presented in this study. The established micro-slotting 

procedure was then used to measure sub-surface residual stresses on planar Ti-6Al-4V 

samples with both machined and shot peened surfaces. These measurements were 

compared to macro-scale XRD residual stress measurements, and discrepancies between 

the results were attributed to the more local nature of the micro-slotting technique. This 

successful application of the technique validated the established measurement procedure 

for use on more complex-shaped Ti-6Al-4V components where conventional XRD 

methods are not capable of measuring residual stress. The demonstrated use of FE models 

for optimizing the procedure and quantifying uncertainties showed the robustness of the 

technique, and such analyses can easily be repeated for altered slot sizes or different 

metallic alloys. 

 Next, the established procedure was used to demonstrate the unique application of 

the micro-slotting technique for measurement of near-edge tangential residual stresses 

around cold-expanded holes.  The improved spatial resolution of the micro-slotting 

technique, in comparison to more established measurement methods, allowed for accurate 
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characterization of the near-edge residual stress state on both an as-drilled hole and a cold-

expanded hole. Knowledge of these near-edge elastic strains induced by the hole 

processing, in combination with plastic strain information obtained from EBSD, allowed 

for interpretation of fatigue life differences and crack growth behavior between the as-

drilled and cold-expanded conditions. 

 The effect of metallic microstructure on micro-slotting residual stress 

measurements was then addressed by milling a grid of smaller gauge volume micro-slots 

in a high magnitude residual stress sub-surface region of the shot peened planar Ti-6Al-4V 

sample. Micro-slots were milled both perpendicular and parallel to the shot peened surface 

for measurement of the two in-plane residual stress components. The macroscopic residual 

stress state in the grid region was estimated by averaging the micro-slotting measurements, 

and the average residual stress measured parallel to the shot peened surface was shown to 

be in close agreement with the macroscopic residual stress measured by XRD. Thus, the 

micro-slotting measurements were assumed to be accurate summations of the macroscopic 

and microscopic residual stresses present in the grid region. The presence of significant 

residual stress perpendicular to the shot peened surface suggested the presence of a shear 

stress component, and additional measurements were therefore performed in order to 

estimate the principal residual stress components and corresponding rotation within the 

grid region. The presence of this rotation was confirmed by the strain plots for the micro-

slotting measurements. For each measurement region, plots of the displacement 

magnitudes and interpolated residual stresses were overlaid with local microstructure maps 

obtained using EBSD. This novel approach allowed for evaluation of microstructure effects 

on local residual stress relaxation and the corresponding errors in residual stress 
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interpolation associated with using the isotropic FE model. These effects included the 

calculated principal stress rotation as well as changes in residual stress approaching grain 

boundaries, elastic modulus differences in neighboring α grains, and constrained relaxation 

due to local phase distribution. However, the convolution of these effects in the complex 

microstructure measurement regions limited the observations in this study to those of a 

qualitative nature. 

 Finally, use of the micro-slotting technique was demonstrated for measuring local 

residual stress in AM components. Spatially resolved residual stress data was acquired 

across two different interfaces on samples sectioned from a complex LFMT Ti-6Al-4V 

build that consisted of an oval-shaped thin wall structure and support stiffeners deposited 

on a baseplate of the same alloy. The first sample was acquired from a baseplate-build wall 

interface region, and the second sample was acquired from a build wall-stiffener interface 

region near the top of the build. A series of measurements was performed across the desired 

interface on each sample with the micro-slots oriented to capture the residual hoop stress 

in the thin wall. Post-measurement optical microscopy allowed for verification of the 

measurement locations relative to the sample interfaces and analysis of the residual stress 

data at the microstructural level. 

Overall, this research characterizes the micro-slotting technique as a valuable 

measurement capability for the metals and manufacturing community. This work meets the 

outlined objectives and thus establishes the micro-slotting technique as a robust and 

practical approach for measuring local residual stresses and providing supplemental data 

to conventional macro-scale techniques. Furthermore, this research successfully 
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demonstrates the use of the micro-slotting technique for metallic material applications for 

which there is a need for practical measurement of local residual stress. 

Future work with the micro-slotting technique should investigate the relationship 

between metallic microstructure and measurement gauge volume for reliable measurement 

of both macroscopic and microscopic residual stresses. The results shown in this work 

illustrate the significant effects of microscopic residual stresses on micro-slotting 

measurements of the macroscopic residual stress state, and these effects appear as 

significant scatter in the data plots. However, averaging the measurements was shown to 

give an average value comparable to the macroscopic residual stress measured by XRD. 

This is understood to be a result of increasing the effective volume of the micro-slotting 

measurements. As the measurement gauge volume is increased, the elastic properties and 

characteristic microstructure of the measurement region approach those of the bulk 

material. Therefore, as the micro-slot gauge volume is increased, the microstructure effects 

on the measurement of the macroscopic residual stress state are minimized. This suggests 

the existence of an ideal slot size relative to the grain size of the metallic material. 

Alternatively, an effective volume approach could be employed in cases where the micro-

slot volume is limited by the slot length in order to maintain high spatial resolution. 

Multiple measurements could be performed at a specific distance from the part surface or 

feature of interest, and a statistical average could be assumed to represent the macroscopic 

stress state. The total effective measurement volume would be the product of the chosen 

micro-slot gauge volume and the number of measurements, and this volume would 

correlate to the characteristic microstructure of the material. Investigating this relationship 

between metallic microstructure and micro-slotting measurement gauge volume may be 
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best accomplished using a variety of metallic alloys for increased range of grain size and 

phase distribution. 

On the other hand, decreasing the gauge volume of the micro-slotting 

measurements relative to the grain size of the material may also prove useful. A smaller 

micro-slot gauge volume may be a more ideal approach for isolating and accurately 

quantifying the different sources of microscopic residual stresses in metallic materials. 

Application of smaller micro-slots to AM materials, for instance, may allow for 

characterization of residual stress distributions within tracks or layers as a function of build 

process parameters. Such analyses may provide an improved understanding of residual 

stress development in additive manufacturing processes.  
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